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Abstrart
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GW170817
Two analyses are detailed in this thesis.
A irst analysis exploit the data of the ANTARES neutrino telescope to probe the presence
of a Galactic difuse neutrino lux. his analysis is based on a recent model of cosmic ray prop-
agation in the Galaxy, the KRA͢ model. his model predicts a neutrino lux particularly high
and close to the sensitivity of the current neutrino telescopes. Two versions of this model exist
corresponding to diferent cuts in the cosmic ray energy, one at 5 PeV/nucleon and an other
one at 50 PeV/nucleon. A method of maximization of a likelihood function is used in order to
account for the model characteristics in energy and space. he analysis has also been combined
with the data of the IceCube experiment in order to exploit all the available data. Limits have
been put on this model rejecting the version of the model with the 50 PeV cutof and limiting
the version with the 5 PeV cutof to less than 1.2 times the predicted lux.
A second analysis of gravitational wave signal follow-up by the ANTARES neutrino tele-
scope is also presented in this work. he GW170817 gravitational wave signal results from the
coalescence of a binary neutron star system. his second analysis aims at probing the presence
of a neutrino lux coming from this event looking for neutrino events correlated in space and
time. I took part to this analysis by adding the shower-like event sample. No event has been
detected in correlation. Limits have been put on the expected neutrino lux.
aésumé
Keywords— Astrophysique, Neutrinos, Plan galactique, Rayon-cosmiques, Onde gravitation-
nelles, GW170817
Deux analyses sont présentées dans cete thèse.
Une première analyse exploite les données du télescope à neutrino ANTARES pour sonder
la présence d’un lux difus de neutrinos galactiques. Cete analyse se base sur un modèle récent
de propagation des rayons cosmiques dans la galaxie, le modèle KRA͢. Ce modèle prédit un
lux de neutrinos particulièrement élevé et proche de la sensibilité des télescopes à neutrinos
actuels. Il existe deux versions de ce modèle correspondant à diférentes coupures sur l’énergie
des rayons cosmiques, à 5 et 50 PeV/nucléon. Une méthode de maximisation d’une fonction
de vraisemblance est utilisée pour prendre en compte les caractéristiques du modèle, autant
spatiales qu’en énergie. Cete analyse a également été combinée avec les données de l’expérience
IceCube dans le but d’exploiter au mieux les données actuelles. Des limites ont été mises sur ce
modèle rejetant la version avec une coupure à 50 PeV et limitant la version avec une coupure à
5 PeV à moins de 1,2 fois le lux prédit par le modèle.
Une deuxième analyse de suivi du signal d’ondes gravitationnelles GW170817 par le téle-
scope à neutrino ANTARES est également présentée. Le signal d’onde gravitationnelles
GW170817 résulte de la coalescence d’une binaire d’étoiles à neutrons. Cete deuxième anal-
yse a pour objectif de sonder la présence d’un lux de neutrinos provenant de cet événement en
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cherchant des neutrinos corrélés spatialement et temporellement. J’ai pris part à cete analyse
en y ajoutant les événement de type cascade. Aucun événement n’a été détecté en corrélation.
Des limites ont été mises sur le lux de neutrino atendu.
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ht Long Arm ou Common btnst: A htory ou tht britntiir
Mtthos
It seems to me that the scientiic method is rarely well understood.
Indeed, the scientiic method is sometimes presented as being of a particular nature, of a
nature diferent from our reasoning of everyday life, and in particular, of a nature profoundly
diferent from pseudo-sciences and other beliefs. hus science is presented as almost perfect
and expressing absolute truths. “It’s scientiic!” say the media without trying to understand
the methods of the articles presented, using the term “scientiic” as an argument of authority.
Everything that is “scientiic” would be true, everything that is not would be false.
In opposition to this, many people fall into the opposite excess, concluding that science is
a belief like any other, a dogma like any other, which “[…] does not touch or reveal reality in
itself” ⁸Truth in Science, Aurélien Barrau⁹.
It is in this context that I wanted to reproduce here an excerpt from the book Defending
Science-within Reason: Between Scientism and Cynicism by Susan Haack ⁸2003⁹. In this text,
Susan Haack presents the scientiic reasoning as being in continuity with the common sense
that we all use in our everyday lives. However, she does not deny the efectiveness of science
in understanding the world. he scientiic method is simply described as the common sense
exploited at best, to the extreme, to make the most of it.
his text was the irst correct description of the scientiic method I ever read. I therefore
wanted to add it to my thesis, I hope you will enjoy it.
“he scientiic method is something less wonderful than it seems. Is scientiic
inquiry categorically diferent from other kinds? No, Scientiic inquiry is continu-
ous with everyday empirical inquiry—only more so. Is there a mode of inference
or procedure of inquiry used by all and only scientists? No. here are only, on
the one hand, modes of inference and procedures of inquiry used by all inquirers,
and, on the other, special mathematical, statistical, or inferential techniques, and
special instruments, models, etc., local to this or that area of science. Does this un-
dermine the epistemological pretensions of science? No! he natural sciences are
epistemologically distinguished, have achieved their remarkable successes, in part
precisely because of the special devices and techniques by means of which they
have ampliied the methods of everyday empirical inquiry.
hat annoying honoriic use of ‘science’ and its cognates notwithstanding, not
all and not only scientists are good inquirers, And there is no distinctive procedure
or mode of inference used by all and only practitioners of science, and guarantee-
ing, if not true, approximately true, or probably true, or more nearly true, or more
empirically adequate results—no ‘scientiic method,’ as that phrase has oten been
understood. Inquiry in the sciences is continuous with other kinds of empirical
inquiry. But scientists have devised many and various ways to extend and reine
the resources on which we all rely in the most ordinary of everyday empirical in-
quiry. Controlled experiments, for example—sometimes thought of as distinctive
of the sciences—aren’t used by all scientists, or only by scientists; astronomers and
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evolutionary theorists don’t use them, but auto mechanics, plumbers, and cooks do.
In many areas of science, however, techniques of experimental control have been
developed to a ine art.
[…] I recalled John Dewey’s observation that ‘[s]cientiic subject-mater and
procedures grow out of the direct problems and methods of common sense,’ and
James B. Conant’s Science and Common Sense; and then, to my surprise and plea-
sure, found homas Huxley observing that ‘[t]he man of science simply uses with
scrupulous exactness the methods which we all, habitually and at every minute,
use carelessly,’ Albert Einstein that ‘the whole of science is nothing more than a re-
inement of everyday thinking,’ Percy Bridgman that ‘there is no scientiic method
as such,… the most vital feature of the scientist’s procedure has been merely to
do his utmost with his mind’—and Gustav Bergmann describing the sciences, in a
marvelously resonant phrase, as the ‘long arm’ of common sense.”
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Introduction
Since their detection by Victor Hess in 1912, the origin of cosmic rays and their propagation are
not well understood. Indeed, cosmic rays being charged particles, they are delected bymagnetic
ields and do not point back to their sources. Neutrinos and ͢-rays are emited subsequently to
cosmic ray interactions, ͢-rays being easier to detect than neutrinos, they have been used to
study the cosmic ray propagation and acceleration processes. However ͢-rays do not allow
to distinguish irmly leptonic and hadronic acceleration processes, while neutrinos are only
emited at hadronic acceleration sites. More generally, neutrinos are very good astrophysical
messengers. Indeed, they point to their sources as they are neutral, so not delected by magnetic
ields, and they interact very weakly with mater allowing them to travel cosmological distances
without being afected by the mater and radiation encountered along their path. hey can also
escape from dense media and even from the core of astrophysical objects.
Neutrino telescopes like Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ and I३५Cॻ२५ aim at detecting these cosmic neutrinos to
exploit their characteristics. Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ is a three dimensional array of photomultiplier tubes
installed in the abyss of the Mediterranean sea and I३५Cॻ२५ is located in the ice of the South
Pole. hese telescopes detect the Cherenkov light induced by the charged particles produced by
a ⁸cosmic⁹ neutrino interaction with mater, allowing to estimate its direction and energy.
he propagation of cosmic rays in the Galaxy is studied in this thesis with the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ neu-
trino telescope data, as well as the potential acceleration of cosmic rays during the coalescence
of a binary neutron star system.
his thesis is organised in three parts: the irst part introduces the motivations for a neu-
trino astronomy, the context and the neutrino telescopes, Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ in particular. he second
part presents a search for neutrinos from the Galactic plane based on a maximum likelihood
method. he Galactic difuse neutrino emission from cosmic ray propagation is introduced fol-
lowed by the data set, the search method and the results. his study was followed by a com-
bined search with the I३५Cॻ२५ detector, exploiting the complementarity of the two detectors.
he third part presents the neutrino follow-up of the gravitational wave event GW170817. his
event marks a turning point in the history of multimessenger astronomy, as it was not only the
irst gravitational wave detection of a neutron star merger, but also a multimessenger detec-
tion involving tens of observatories and leading to a publication with more than 3 500 authors.
his part begins by a presentation of binary neutron stars, gravitational waves and gravitational
wave detectors. hen the context of the multimessenger detection is presented and the extraor-
11
dinary implications of this event are summarized. Finally, the neutrino follow-up is detailed as
well as its results.
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P१ॸॺ I:
N५ॻॺॸ९ॴॵ Aॹॺॸॵॴॵॳy

Chapter 1
General Context
his chapter is a short introduction to neutrinos and their use in astrophysics. he scientiic
motivations of a neutrino astronomy are summarized, insisting on the role that neutrinos could
play to identify the sites of cosmic ray acceleration to ultra high energies. he multimessenger
astronomy which aims at exploiting the synergy between the multiple messengers emited at
these acceleration sites is presented too. A special atentionwill be given to the potential insights
that neutrinos could bring for what concerns cosmic ray propagation.
1.1 Ntutrinos
he existence of neutrinos was irst proposed by Wolfgang Pauli in 1930 to solve the problem of
the continuity of the energy spectrum of ͡-rays. Indeed, at this time the beta decay was thought
to be a two body decay, producing an electron with a ixed energy equal to the mass diference
between the parent and daughter nucleus, however a continuous spectrum was observed. Two
solutions have been proposed to solve this problem. Some physicists like Niels Bohr proposed
that the conservation laws of energy, momentum and angular momentumwere only statistically
true. In the other hand, Pauli prefered the hypothesis of a third particle, neutral and very light
that will be named later neutrino.
However, neutrinos were thought not to be detectable and therefore this hypothesis was
reaching a limit of science, it was not falsiiable. Pauli himself said “I have done a terrible thing,
I have postulated a particle that cannot be detected”. Indeed, neutrinos interact very weakly
and are di cult to detect, but fortunately it is not impossible. Neutrinos were detected in 1956
by Reines and Cowanα[1]. More precisely, it was electron antineutrinos detected by inverse ͡-
decay. Indeed, neutrinos exist in three diferent leptonic lavours: electron �ր, muon �� andtau �� . Muon neutrinos have been detected six years later in 1962α[2] and its irst detection ina bubble chamber ⁸1970⁹ is shown in igureα1.1. It is only in 2000 that tau neutrinos has been
detected for the irst timeα[3].
In opposition to what was predicted by the standard model of particle physics, the Super-
Kamiokande experiment showed in 1998 that neutrinos are massive particles by detecting neu-
trino lavour oscillationα[4]. Indeed, a neutrino produced with a certain lavour can be detected
15
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Figurt 1.1 –Muon ntutrino stttrtion in a bubblt hambtr. Credit: Argonne National Laboratory
with a diferent lavour ater propagation. his is due to the diferent propagation properties
of the three neutrino mass eigenstates that change the mixture of mass and lavour states of
the neutrino. herefore neutrino oscillation implies that neutrinos are massive. However, the
neutrino masses are the lowest known ⁸and they are not even known⁹.
1.2 btarh uor Cosmir aay Origin
Ater the discovery of radioactivity by Henri Becquerel in 1896, the ionization of the air was
considered as coming from the decay of radioactive elements, mostly from the ground. heodor
Wulf was the irst to show that these radiations were increasing with altitude by doing measure-
ments from the top of the Eifel tower. However, the scientiic community was not convinced
until Victor Hess proved the existence of cosmic rays in 1912α[5] by doing measurements up to
an altitude of 5 300 m with a balloon. He also took measurements during a solar eclipse showing
that these cosmic rays were not originating from the Sun.
he name cosmic rays has been used because it was interpreted as being ͢-rays1. Evidence
was found that cosmic rays are high-energy charged particles by Jacob Clay in 1927α[6]. hey
are composed of 1 ⁵ electrons and 99 ⁵ nuclei, and among these nuclei there are 89 ⁵ of protons
⁸hydrogen nuclei⁹, 10 ⁵ of helium nuclei and 1 ⁵ of heavier elements.
Since then, the origin of cosmic rays is still an open question. Of course, there has been a
substantial progress since their discovery and their origin is not totally unknown as there are
many convincing hypotheses, but their delection by magnetic ields during their propagation
1Which is not totally wrong as there are also ͢-rays interacting within the atmosphere producing charged
secondary particles.
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makes di cult the localization of their acceleration sites and by consequencewe cannot quantify
and characterize precisely the acceleration or propagation processes.
he cosmic ray spectrum at Earth has been measured on 12 orders of magnitude in energy
and 32 in lux as shown in igureα1.2. It is particularly regular and can be approximated by an
unbroken power law Ӻ−ᇁ with ͢ the spectral index. Nevertheless, three irregularities can be
seen. At energies lower than 10s܆ eV a spectral index of 2.7 is measured, it increases to ∼3.1
above. his sotening of the spectrum is called the knee. hen the spectral index decreases again
to ∼2.7 ater the ankle at ��18.5  eV. he origin of the knee and ankle are still open questions
nevertheless cosmic rays are generally assumed to be of Galactic origin below the knee and
extragalactic above the ankleα[7].
A cutof in the cosmic ray spectrum ismeasured around 5·10s܊ eVα[8, 9]. his can be explained
by a maximum in the energy reachable at acceleration sites, but another explanation is the so-
called Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuz’min ⁸GZK⁹ efectα[10, 11]. Indeed, at this energy, cosmic rays are
expected to interact with the cosmic microwave background via the Δ܋ resonance.
1.3 Cosmir aay Arrtltration
In 1949 Enrico Fermi proposed a clever mechanism explaining the acceleration of cosmic
raysα[12]. It involves a collisionless shock wave between two plasmas, which can result from
a supernova explosion for example. In this context, in the interstellar medium rest frame, the
shocked medium is heading toward the interstellar medium as illustrated in igureα1.3 and vice
versa in the shocked medium rest frame. Moreover, the magnetic irregularities of the plasma
isotropize the particle speed in its rest frame which makes it crosses the shock front again and
again. he change of referential of a particle crossing the shock back and forth will increase its
energy by a factor �shock/Ԓ with �shock the shock velocity and Ԓ the speed of light in vacuum.Instead of a referential change, the energy gain can also be interpreted as an electric ield ⁸in-
duced by the movement of the particle relatively to the magnetic ield⁹ accelerating the particle.
As the energy gain is proportional to �shock, this mechanism is called the irst order Fermi mech-
anismα[12]. he acceleration ends when a particle’s gyroradius is bigger than the cloud size and
the particle escape or when the shock has no more energy and dies out.
Cosmic rays can also be accelerated in the presence of magnetized clouds moving randomly
in any direction. As for the irst order Fermi mechanism, the particle entering the cloud will
be relected, the clouds are called magnetic mirrors in this case. he change of referential of the
particle will increase its energy only if themagneticmirror ismoving towards the particle, which
happens more oten than the contrary. he energy gain at each relection is proportional to the
square of the mirror velocity, therefore this mechanism is called second order Fermi mechanism.
hese mechanisms predict a spectral index of the order of 2.0. he measured spectral index
of 2.7 can be obtained considering the leaky box modelα[14] which accounts for the loss of high-
energy cosmic rays escaping the Galaxy.
17
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Figurt 1.2 – Cosmir ray tntrgy sptrtrum.
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plasma
Figurt 1.3 – First orstr Ftrmi mthanism. Adapted fromα[13].
1.4 Cosmir aay Inttrartion
At acceleration sites or during propagation, cosmic rays can interact with ambient mater or
radiations. We focus here on the pions that are produced via diferent processes like Delta-
resonance ԟ � ᅭ → Δ� → ԟ � �0→ ԝ� ���
or nucleon-nucleon interaction ԟ � ԟ → ԟ � ԟ � �0→ ԟ � ԝ � ��ԟ � ԝ → ԟ � ԝ � �0→ ԟ � ԟ � �−.
hen the charged pions decay, producing neutrinos�� → �� � �� → Ԕ� � �ր � �� � ̄���− → �− � ̄�� → Ԕ− � ̄�ր � �� � ̄��
and the neutral pions produce ͢-rays�0 → ᅭ � ᅭ.
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Finally, neutrinos and ͢-rays are arise from cosmic ray interactions. he ͢-rays are easier
to detect than neutrinos, therefore they are already used for testing the models of cosmic ray
acceleration and propagation. However their interpretation is ambiguous as a comparable ͢-ray
emission is also expected from leptonic processes such as inverse Compton scatering, which
corresponds to a low energy photon scatered to high energies by a relativistic electronԔ− � ᅭlow E → Ԕ− � ᅭhigh E.
Up to now, the leptonic or hadronic origin of ͢-rays is not known, more precisely the proportion
of each is not quantiied as both processes can occur from the same source. As a consequence,
͢-ray data cannot be interpreted without making assumptions.
As for neutrinos, they are not expected from leptonic processes therefore their detection
would provide evidence for a hadronic component of the ͢-ray emission and would allow a
non-ambiguous identiication of the cosmic ray acceleration sites.
Moreover, neutrinos combine two ideal characteristics of an astrophysical messenger. hey
are neutral, therefore they are not delected by magnetic ields and propagate in straight lines
pointing back to their sources. And they interact weakly, by consequence they can travel cosmo-
logical distances without being afected by mater and radiation in their trajectory, contrary to
photons. Moreover neutrinos emited in dense environments or even from the core of a source
can easily escape and be detected. his would allow accessing informations very early in the
acceleration process.
1.5 Multimtsstngtr Astronomy
As seen in the previous section, cosmic rays, ͢-rays and neutrinos can be emited by the same
sources at the same time. he multimessenger astronomy tries to exploit this correlated emis-
sion. When a signiicant transient event is detected with a certain messenger, a search for a
counterpart from the same location and time with diferent messengers begins. he search in a
restricted area and time window allows to reject a lot of background, therefore a beter sensi-
tivity is reached. Moreover, each messenger brings diferent informations and the combination
of these informations from a single source ⁸like the time delay between messengers⁹ is more
valuable than the sum of the informations from diferent sources.
he irstmultimessenger detection outside our solar system occurred on February 23rd, 1987,
while a burst of neutrinos was detected in three observatories few hours before the electromag-
netic detection of the supernova SN1987Aα[15, 16, 17]. It was the closest observed supernova
since 1604. It has been observed by many observatories and thanks to all the data taken is it one
of the most important object of the modern astronomy.
Since then, no multimessenger detection has been done up to the last upgrade of the gravi-
tational wave detectors. Indeed, the LIGO and Virgo detectors have recently been upgraded to
advanced LIGO and advanced Virgo. LIGO accomplished the upgrade irst and, while they were
still running in engineering mode, measured the irst gravitational wave signal from a binary
black hole mergerα[18] opening a new window on the sky. More binary black hole coalescence
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followed without any multimessenger counterpart until the irst binary neutron star merger on
August 17th, 2017 called GW170817 α[19]. his event has been detected as a short ͢-rays burst by
Fermi-GBMα[20] less than two seconds ater the gravitational wave signal. Many more electro-
magnetic detections followedα[21].
More details about this event are given in partαIII as well as its neutrino follow-up to which
I took part. On top of what has been explained above about the beneits of multimessenger as-
tronomy, in the particular case of neutrino follow-up of gravitational wave, an online neutrino
detection would permit to reduce the localization uncertainty from ∼100 degl to typically 1 degl,
allowing an early follow-up with small ield of view facilities such as optical or X-ray instru-
ments. It would also be a proof of hadronic acceleration processes and could probe the core of
the merger as mentioned previously.
he coalescence of the binary neutron star resulted in a kilonova which has been measured
for the irst time thanks to GW170817 helping to understand the synthesis of heavy elements.
It also allowed to conirm that short ͢-ray bursts are linked to binary neutron star coalescence
and to reine the models of jets and dynamical ejecta. It has also been used for gravitation tests,
limiting the diference between the gravitational wave speed and the speed of light as well as
testing the weak equivalence principle.
Once again, the multimessenger measurement leads to great progress in the understanding
of high-energy astrophysical sources, but hopefully this event, in contrast to SN1987A, should
be followed by many more in the coming years.
he irst success of neutrinos in a multimessenger analysis followed the GW170817 one
when an electromagnetic counterpart to an I३५Cॻ२५ alert has been claimed on September 22nd,
2017α[22]. his event is called IceCube-170922A, it is a ∼290 TeV neutrino correlated with the
TXS 0506⁻056 blazar as can be seen in igureα1.4. his blazar was part of the Fermi-LAT catalogue
and was in a laring state at the time of the neutrino detection. he hypothesis that such a
neutrino event is a background event while it is correlated with such a laring blazar is rejected
at the 3σ level.
hen, the I३५Cॻ२५ Collaboration looked for signal events coming from this source in the 9.5
preceding years ⁸2008–2017⁹α[23]. An excess of 13k5 events over background clustered between
September 2014 andMarch 2015 leads to a 3.5σ evidence for neutrino emission from the direction
of TXS 0506⁻056 prior to the I३५Cॻ२५ alert 170922A. his excess is not correlated with a lare in
͢-rays, but indications of a hardening of the spectrum have been reportedα[24].
hree diferent searches for neutrinos from this source have also been done with the Aॴॺ-
१ॸ५ॹ dataα[25]. he online search looked for an event correlated with the IceCube alert, the
time-dependant search looked for events correlated with the cluster of IceCube events. No sig-
nal has been detected in these two analyses. An integrated analysis has also been done where
1.03 events are ited as illustrated in igureα1.5, this leads to a 3.4 ⁵ probability to come from
background, which degrades to 87 ⁵ if we account for the 106 other sources that have been
searched for in the point source analysis. However, this source is the third most signiicant
correlation.
hese studies are compelling evidences that blazars can accelerate cosmic rays up to at least
several PeV.
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Figurt 1.4 – Multimtsstngtr obstrvation ou blazar cXb 0506+056. he 50 ⁵ ⁸solid grey⁹ and 90 ⁵
⁸dashed red⁹ containment regions of the I३५Cॻ२५ event are shown overlain on a V-band optical image
of the sky. Fermi ⁸blue circles⁹ and MAGIC ⁸green circles⁹ 95 ⁵ positional uncertainty of the sources
in this region are shown with the sources names. Figure taken fromα[22].
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Figurt 1.5 – Anࡆ࠳ࡄeࡅ uollow-up ou IC-170922A. Distribution of Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ track ⁸blue⁹ and shower
⁸red⁹ events around position of the TXS 0506⁻056 with their angular error estimates ⁸dashed lines⁹.
he shades of blue and red represent the values of the energy estimators, the right legend shows
the colour scale. he green circles depicts the one and ive degree distance from the TXS 0506⁻056.
Figure taken fromα[25].
1.6 Galartir Ntutrino Emission
he cosmic ray interactions presented in sectionα1.4 also happen during their propagation in
the Galaxy, cosmic rays interacting with the interstellar medium produce neutrinos and ͢-rays.
herefore, several papers claimed for hints of a Galactic component in the I३५Cॻ२५ dataα[26, 27,
28, 29, 30].
Indeed, a cosmic neutrino lux not compatible with background has beenmeasured and ited
with several I३५Cॻ२५ event samples as can be seen in igureα1.6. he main di culty to detect an
astrophysical signal being to reject the background of atmospheric muons coming from above
the detector. his di culty is addressed in one hand, with event samples probing only the
Northern sky where the Galactic component is expected to be very low ⁸the track samplesα[31,
32], more details about detection principle in sectionα2.1⁹. In the other hand, samples sensitive
to the whole sky are used ⁸the cascadeα[33] and HESEα[34] samples⁹. Four full-sky samples and
two Northern sky samples are used in the combined analysisα[35], which is therefore mostly
sensitive to the whole sky.
Our main motivation to look for a Galactic neutrino signal was the tension between the two
best I३५Cॻ२५ analyses, with the six-years track sample and the combined one as illustrated in
igureα1.6. he results from these two analyses are incompatible at a 3.3σ level ⁸two-sided sig-
niicance⁹, the combined sample iting a soter spectrum than the track one as can be expected
from a Galactic component.
In the partαII of this thesis, we try to probe a potential Galactic signal in the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ data
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as well as in a combination of Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ and I३५Cॻ२५ data. To do so, we use the so-called KRAγ
modelα[36] as a reference. It is a phenomenological model of Galactic cosmic ray propagation
characterized by radially dependent transport properties. his model is ited on the Fermi-LAT
͢-ray data and predicts a particularly high Galactic neutrino lux peak in the Galactic centre.
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Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ Telescope
he present chapter introduces the Astronomy with a Neutrino celescope and Abyss environ-
mental atsearch ⁸Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ⁹ experimentα[37] on which rely the analyses presented in this work.
he Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ project was born in 1996 and ten years later, the irst detection unit has been
deployed ater the completion of an extensive conception and development program as well as
site studies. he detector was completed in May 2008 and is still taking data.
All the knowledge necessary to understand thework presented in this thesis on the detection
principle, the detector layout and data taking, the simulation and the reconstruction algorithms
are detailed in this chapter.
2.1 Dtttrtion Prinriplt
Neutrinos only signiicantly interact through the weak force, therefore, in neutrino telescopes,
their detection relies on the secondary particles that can be induced by a neutrino interaction
with mater. If the incoming neutrino energy is high, charged particles produced during the
interaction can travel faster than the speed of light in the medium ⁸water⁹ and induce Cherenkov
light. Neutrino telescopes like Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ detect this light and use this information to estimate
the neutrino direction and energy. he neutrino interactions relevant for neutrino telescopes as
well as the Cherenkov radiation mechanism are developed in the following.
As the cosmic neutrino lux is low and their interaction cross section is weak, the instru-
mented volume of the detector has to be very large. It must also be transparent and dark in
order to see the faint Cherenkov radiation. For these reasons, the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ detector is located
in the depth of the Mediterranean sea. Neutrinos interact on the sea water and the rock of
the ground. he detector is made of a three dimensional matrix of optical modules detecting the
Cherenkov light as is illustrated in igureα2.1. he position and time informations of the detected
light are used to estimate the direction of the incoming neutrino as well as its energy.
Neutrino telescopes are not able to distinguish particles from antiparticles, therefore no dis-
tinction is made in this work except if mentioned.
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Muon Ntutrino Chargts-Currtnt Inttrartion
he charged-current interaction of a neutrino with a nucleus produces a muon and a hadronic
shower ⁸igureα2.2 top let⁹.
he hadronic shower results from the deep inelastic interaction breaking the nucleus. his
hadronic shower is present in all interactions presented here except the Glashow resonance
which does not afect the nucleus.
Because of the presence of the muon, the event is referred to as a track event. A muon
carrying more than a teraelectronvolt of energy can propagate up to several kilometres before
decayingα[39]. For this reason, �� charged-current interactions occurring far from Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ canbe detected if the muon reaches the detector which makes the efective detection volume of the
detector much bigger than its iducial size. However, most of the neutrino energy is deposited
outside of the detector by consequence the energy is di cult to estimate precisely.
he muon direction can be reconstructed with good accuracy as it is seen as a long track
inside of the detector. However, this direction is an approximation of the neutrino one, as part
of the neutrino momentum is deposited in the hadronic system. At 1 TeV the average angle
between the neutrino and muon directions is about 0.7° and its evolution with energy is approx-
imately given by �.7°/(Ӻ�[TeV])0.6α[40].Until recently, only tracks were used in the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ analyses because of the high efective
volume and good angular resolution they ofer.
Eltrtron Ntutrino Chargts-Currtnt Inttrartion
he �ր charged-current interaction produces an electron and a hadronic shower ⁸igureα2.2 topright⁹. he electron can experience bremsstrahlung emission, the resulting photons having
enough energy to produce electron-positron pairs which can also experience bremsstrahlung
emission and so on. his results in an electromagnetic cascade with a typical length of few me-
tres. Most of the charged leptons produced in the shower are relativistic and induce Cherenkov
radiation.
he shower emissions extend on a few metres only. herefore, the angular resolution of
shower events is not as good as tracks because of the granularity of the detector. heir efective
volume is also lower as they must be contained in the detector in order to be well reconstructed,
however they have a good energy resolution thanks to this condition.
Electromagnetic showers are the brightest, therefore �ր charged-current interactions is bet-ter detected and reconstructed than other shower channels.
cau Ntutrino Chargts-Currtnt Inttrartion
A hadronic shower and a tau lepton are produced by the �� charged-current interaction. hetau is a very short-lived particle ⁸�� ≈ �.9× ��−13  sα[7]⁹. It can travel few tens of metres beforedecaying into a lepton ⁸muon or electron⁹ with the associated neutrinos or into a pair of quark-
antiquark. In any case, a �� is produced during the decay.In the case of decay into a muon ⁸igureα2.2 middle right⁹, the event morphology is that of a�� charged-current interaction.
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Figurt 2.2 – Ntutrino inttrartions. Diagrams of the relevant neutrino interactions in the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ
neutrino telescopes. No distinction between particles and antiparticles is made except for the botom
right plot, the Glashow resonance. he notation �� represents either �ր, �� or �� . Adapted fromα[13].
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A shower results from the decay into an electron or a pair of quark-antiquark ⁸igureα2.2
middle let⁹. he decay of a tau into a shower can produce a distinct signature in the detector.
Indeed, as a shower is produced at the interaction vertex, if the tau travels a long enough distance
before producing an other shower, both showers can be distinguished giving a so-called double
bang event.
Ntutral-Currtnt Inttrartion
Neutral-Current interaction does not depend on the neutrino lavours. High-energy neutrinos
exchanging a �0 boson with a nucleus by deep inelastic interaction breaks up the nucleus and
creates a hadronic shower ⁸igureα2.2 botom let⁹ as for all previous interactions. he charged
particles created induce Cherenkov light. he neutrino remains ater the interaction, by conse-
quence only a fraction of its energy is deposited in the detector.
Glashow atsonanrt
If an electron antineutrino has an energy of roughly 6.3 PeV, its interaction cross section with
a stationary ambient electron increases a lot producing a Ԍ− boson by the so-called Glashow
resonanceα[41]. hen, theԌ− decays through its usual channels as shown in igureα2.2 botom
right. his interaction has not been observed in Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ because of the low number of PeV
neutrinos.
2.1.2 Chtrtnkov aasiation
In a transparent dielectric medium, a moving charged particle polarizes the atoms along its path.
hen the atoms relax back by emiting dipolar electromagnetic radiations. If the charged particle
goes slower than the phase velocity of light ⁸��⁹ in the medium, the radiations are incoherent.In the case of a particle going faster than the phase velocity of light in the medium, nearby
atoms emissions will have the same phases and so will interfere constructively, resulting in the
Cherenkov radiationα[42].
hese emissions all along the particle path will result in a wave front as illustrated in ig-
ureα2.3. he emission angle �վ with respect to the particle direction depends on the refractiveindex of the medium ԝ� and the speed of the charged particle �. It can be parametrized as
cos(�վ) = (ԝ� · ᅬ)−1� ⁸2.3⁹
with ᅬ = �/Ԓ and c the light velocity in vacuum. High-energy particles as the ones detected in
neutrino telescopes travel approximately at the speed of light in vacuum ⁸ᅬ ≈ �⁹. he refractive
index of deep sea water is roughly ԝ� ≈ �.�5 which gives a characteristic Cherenkov angle of�վ ≈ 4�°.Most of the Cherenkov light is emited in the blue to ultraviolet range where the water is
also most transmissive.
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Figurt 2.7 – Loration ou tht Anࡆ࠳ࡄeࡅ stttrtor in the Mediterranean sea of coast of Toulon, France
⁸red square⁹.
pulled up straight by a buoy at a height of 480 m. Two nearby lines are separated by ∼60 m. A
long cable from the shore is connected to the junction box which distributes the power supply
to every line as well as collects and transfers the data to shore.
Optical modules are atached to the lines by the storeys as can be seen in igureα2.9. Each
line contains 25 storeys with 14.5 m vertical spacing between two adjacent storeys starting 100 m
above seabed. Each storey houses three optical modules looking downward at 45° and a local
control module ⁸LCM⁹ housing the electronics. he upper ive storeys of line 12 ⁸L12 in igureα2.8⁹
hold acoustic neutrino detection hardware instead of optical modulesα[45]. he instrumentation
line ⁸IL07 in igureα2.8⁹ carries oceanographic and acoustic equipments aswell as optical modules
for longterm bioluminescence rate tracking. his line is now disconnected.
An Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ optical module consists of a photomultiplier tube ⁸Hamamatsu R7081-20⁹ with
a 500 cml photocathode area inside a pressure-resistant glass sphere of 43 cm diameter ⁸ig-
ureα2.10⁹. he photomultiplier tube is coupled to the glass through an optical gel with a refractive
index of 1.4. he photo-cathode is sensitive to light in the wavelength range 300–600 nm, match-
ing the Cherenkov light, with a maximum quantum eiciency of 25 ⁵ at 370 nm. A Faraday cage
of high magnetic permeability metal surrounds the photomultiplier tube to prevent the Earth
magnetic ield to disturb the electron currents and the measurement.
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Figurt 2.10 – Photograph ans shtmatir ou an Anࡆ࠳ࡄeࡅ optiral mosult.
2.4 Data Arquisition bysttm
As detailed inα[46], the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ data acquisition system relies on the all data to shore concept.
Each photon detected by a photomultiplier tube, a hit, is digitised at the level of the storey and
send to shore through an optical ibre. Onshore, the computer farm runs algorithms selecting
hits resulting from physical events in order to save them. hese algorithms will be called triggers
in the following.
2.4.1 Ofshort Data Arquisition
he light detection by an optical module happens when a photon hiting the photocathode kicks
out an electron which is then accelerated by the high electric ields produced by the high voltage
of the photomultiplier tube. his electron will hit the irst dynode and start an avalanche of
secondary electrons. hese electrons will produce an electric signal with a pulse shape. In order
to reject the dark noise, the signal is processed if its pulse integrated charge is greater than�/�αp.e., with a p.e. being the mean of a single photoelectron pulse. his is the level 0 trigger, so
these signals are called L0-hits or simply hits.
he electric signals are digitized by the custom-made chips called Analogue Ring Samplers
⁸ARSs⁹α[47] and the integrated pulse charge is measured. Two analogue ring samplers per optical
module are used in order to reduce deadtime.
he time of the hit is measured too. At each storey, a local clock is synchronised with an
onshore master clock. he ticks of the clock are used as time stamps and the time between a tick
and a hit ⁸1/3 p.e. threshold crossing⁹ is measured by a Time to Voltage Converter ⁸TVC⁹. he
output of the time to voltage converter is digitized by an Analogue to Digital Converter ⁸ADC⁹.
he hits time and amplitude informations are organised in dataframes of 105 ms which are
send to the shore by a Central Processing Unit ⁸CPU⁹. A Dense Wavelength Division Multiplex-
ing ⁸DWDM⁹ uses diferent wavelength to send the diferent data streams to shore through the
Main Electro-Optical Cable ⁸MEOC⁹.
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2.4.2 Onshort Data Filttring ans criggtring
heonshore data iltering is themain challenge of theAॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ data acquisition system, between
0.3 to 1 GB/s of data have to be processed. he general idea is to select the hits resulting from
physical events ⁸neutrinos or muons⁹ and to reject the optical noise. To do so we are looking
for causally correlated hits in the detector.
he level 1 hits ⁸or L1-hits⁹ are deined as two or more hits from optical modules of the same
storey that occur within a 20 ns time-window. Hits with a high amplitude ⁸typically > 3 p.e.⁹ are
also classiied as L1-hits.
hen, L1-hits are considered as resulting from a physical event if they are causally related,
using |�� − ��| ≤ | ⃗ԡ� − ⃗ԡ�| · �ւ � �� ns� ⁸2.4⁹
with �� the time of the hit i, ⃗ԡ� the position of the corresponding optical module and �ւ = Ԓ/ԝւis the group velocity of light in water. he additional 20 ns account for potential scatering of
the light or time calibration uncertainties.
If a suicient number of L1-hits are causally correlated ⁸typically ≥ 5 L1-hits⁹ then all the
L0 hits within 2.2 μs before the irst and ater the last L1-hits are writen to disk. he value of
2.2 μs roughly corresponds to the time needed for a muon to cross the detector. he rate of such
physical events triggered is between 1 to 10 Hz, most of these being atmospheric muons.
Ater this irst ilter, higher level trigger selections are applied, a robust one ⁸3N⁹ and a less
robust but more efective in particular at low energies ⁸2T3⁹:
c3 criggtr heT3 trigger requires L1-hits coincidence on adjacent or next-to-adjacent storeys
of the same line. he coincidence time window is of 100 ns for adjacent storeys and 200 ns for
next-to-adjacent. A more stringent version of this trigger is used, the 2T3 trigger which requires
two T3 clusters within 2.2 μs.
3N criggtr he 3N trigger uses the assumption that the light is produced by a muon track.
Indeed, the algorithm look for hits that can result from a same track scanning over 210 directions.
he time �� for a photon emited by a muon to arrive at an optical module can be expressed as�� = �0 � �Ԓ (�� − ԡ�tan(�վ)) � �ւ  ԡ�sin(�վ)� ⁸2.5⁹
with �0 the time at which the muon passes �� = � and �վ the Cherenkov angle. he parameterԡ� is the distance of closest approach of the track to the optical module. herefore the two hitscan be emited by a same muon track if they respect the inequality|�� − ��| ≤ |�� − ��|Ԓ � ԇ��Ԓ   tan(�վ) � �� ns� ⁸2.6⁹
with ԇ�� the distance between the optical modules in the plane perpendicular to the muondirection. All these parameters are illustrated in igureα2.11.
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Figurt 2.11 – Paramtttrs usts to stint tht rausal rtlation bttwttn two L0-hits for the passage
of a muon track as given by equationα2.6.
2.4.3 Calibration
he Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ physics analyses rely on the neutrino energy and direction reconstructions. he
accuracy of the charge reconstruction is crucial for the energy estimation, mostly, while the
accuracy on timing and optical module positions are crucial for the direction reconstruction.
he calibration procedures of the detector allow to reach the required accuracy.
cimt Calibration
he time calibrationα[48] has two goals: the measurement of the time resolution of each optical
module and of the relative time ofset between optical modules.
Inside each optical module a LED is mounted in order to illuminate the photocathode from
the back. his allows measuring the diference between the hit time as given by the readout
electronics and the real time of the photon hiting the photocathode. his includes the transit
time of the photomultiplier tube which is the time between the hit on the photocathode and the
output of the tube, as well as the time taken by the readout electronics. A time resolution of
≈ 1.3 ns is measured. From previous measurements, we know that this comes mainly from the
transit time of the photomultiplier tubes.
Two laser beacons are mounted at the botom of the lines 7 and 8 and optical beacons are
mounted on storeys 2, 9, 15 and 21 of each line. he optical beacons are used to measure the time
ofsets between optical modules of a same line while the laser beacons are used for inter-line
time ofsets. A difuser is placed on the laser beacon so that the light is seen by all surrounding
lines.
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Position Calibration
he Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ lines are pulled up by buoys, therefore they can move with sea currents. he goal
of the position calibration is to measure the position and orientation of each storey of each line
as well as the absolute position of the detector, in order to meet the targeted precision for track
reconstruction.
he measure of the storey positions is done by triangulation with acoustic signals. Indeed,
an acoustic transceiver is installed at the botom of each line as well as an additional one located
at a distance of 145 m from the detector. Hydrophones are mounted on storeys 1, 8, 14, 20
and 25 of each line. Measurements of the time elapsed between emission and reception are
performed every two minutes. Oceanographic instruments are monitoring the sound velocity
in the seawater which allows determining distances. hen a it of the line shape is used in order
to ind the position of all the storeys reaching an accuracy beter than 10 cm.α[49]
In each storey, a bi-axial tiltmeter and a compass measure the storey orientation, allowing
for some redundancy on the position determination.
he detector geographical position is measured by the GPS positioning of the ship used
during the deployment of the lines.
Chargt Calibration
he goal of the charge calibration is to link the number of photo-electrons associated to the
measured amplitude of the signal. It is of prime importance as it afects the L1-hit triggering.
he calibration must reproduce the time evolution of the related quantities in order to ensure
stable and optimal simulation and reconstruction accuracy.
Before deployment, measures have shown that the relation between the number of photo-
electrons and the digitized amplitude output is linear. hen, the conversion from the digitized
amplitude called AVC and the number of photoelectrons Ԇ�.ր., is done withԆ�.ր. = AVC− AVC(� ԟ.Ԕ.)AVC(� ԟ.Ԕ.) − AVC(� ԟ.Ԕ.) � ⁸2.7⁹
with AVC(� ԟ.Ԕ.) the AVCmeasured from the optical background which comes mainly from sin-
gle photoelectrons, and AVC(� ԟ.Ԕ.) the AVCmeasured from the baseline of the photomultiplier
tubes.
For charges higher than about 20 photoelectrons the readout electronics saturates and no
further diferentiation is possible.
During my PhD I took part to the charge calibration as a service task. For each optical
module the AVC(� ԟ.Ԕ.) is automatically ited by a Gaussian function. However, because of the
ageing of the photomultiplier tubes and the biofouling of the optical modules, the peak of 1 p.e.
can change and the it can fail. he iting program checks if the it is correct comparing the
average and standard deviation of the ited Gaussian with the it of the previous calibration.
If these quantities difer more than predeined values, the iting goes into manual mode. My
participation has been to check these it for the two ARS of the 885 optical modules, to redo
the it if needed or to use the it of the previous calibration if it was correct. he program can
also go into manual mode if the ARS is noisy. he ARS is considered noisy if one bin of the
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distribution of the time to voltage converter ⁸TVC⁹ collects more than 4 ⁵ of the total number
of events, which is an empirical rule of thumb.
Ater the charge calibration, we check that the ited AVC(� ԟ.Ԕ.) is higher than the
AVC(� ԟ.Ԕ.).
More details are given inα[50].
2.4.4 Datauality
To account for varying conditions in marine environment, Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ data are organized by
runsα[51]. A run is a period of data taking usually lasting between six and twelve hours to
which is atached various informations about the light background, the calibration features and
more generally the data quality. hese informations are used to simulate the real conditions of
data taking but also to select the runs to be analysed.
he data quality parameter has a value of 0 assigned to runs that have a malfunction of the
detector, a high background light due to bioluminescence or runs which are too short. All other
runs have a good quality parameter of 1 or even more if the background light is particularly low
with a high number of working optical modules.
Malfunctioning optical modules can sporadically produce very bright sparks that are recon-
structed as shower events by the algorithms. Runs containing these sparks are identiied and
excluded.
Some of the runs, lagged as SCAN runs, have been used for dynamic calibration. herefore
some of the control variables ⁸high voltage, trigger deinitions…⁹ have been modiied on the ly
and the history of changes were not stored automatically in the data base as for other runs.
However, all these modiications have been writen down in a log and thanks to this, several of
these runs have been recovered and can therefore be used in the analyses.
2.5 bimulations
Simulations are crucial in particle physics analyses to understand or interpret the data. hey
are used for the event reconstruction as well as in the analyses in order to produce pseudo-
experiments. Simulations allow to estimate the statistical relations between true values and
the estimated ones, like the energy or direction of an event or the number of signal events in
a pseudo-experiment. To do so, Monte Carlo methods, based on random generation are used.
herefore simulations will oten be called Monte Carlo simulations or just Monte Carlo in this
work.
he accuracy of the simulation is very important. To check for this, we compare distributions
from simulations and data. We consider the simulation not reliable for a variable if data and
simulations are not adjusted.
In Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ the full simulation is done in three stages, the event generation, the photon
tracking and the detector response.
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Figurt 2.12 – bizt ou tht ran (ytllow) used for the simulation, in comparison with the instrumented
volume ⁸blue⁹.
2.5.1 Evtnt Gtntration
Two diferent volumes surrounding the detector are used in the simulation, the generation vol-
ume and the can. he generation volume has a radius and height of 25 km, a size chosen in order
to generate every neutrino which can produce a muon that can reach the detector. It is only in
the can that the light is generated, the can being the volume in which a Cherenkov emission
can reach the detector. he can is represented in igureα2.12 with the detector represented by
the instrumented volume.
Ntutrino Gtntration
he neutrino event generation procedureα[52] is described in igureα2.13. First, the neutrino
energy is picked up. hen, a vertex is generated randomly in the generation volume accounting
for the higher density of rock compared to water. hird stage, the shortest distance between the
vertex and the can is computed checking that it is shorter than the maximum distance reachable
by a muonα[53] with the energy picked up previously. If it is the case, the neutrino direction is
generated. hen it is checked if the neutrino direction ⁸as an approximation of the muon one⁹
passes close to the detector. At the ith stage the interaction is generated, if the event is in the
can, the energy and direction of all the particles are saved, otherwise the muons are propagated
and the ones that cross the can are saved.
he same number of neutrinos are simulated for each energy decade between 10l and
10܉ GeV.
hen, events are weighted by�gen = ԋgen · � · �� · � · ԅEarth · �� · �� · Ӻᇁ · Δ�gen� ⁸2.8⁹
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Figurt 2.13 – Ntutrino Gtntration. Description of the diferent stages of the neutrino generation.
with:
• ԋgen [mm]: the generation volume.
• � [mol·m܌m]: the density of target nucleons per unit volume and�� the Avogadro number.
• �(Ӻ�) [ml]: the neutrino cross-section.
• ԅEarth(Ӻ�� �): the probability of the neutrino to pass through the Earth without beingabsorbed.
• �� = ��(cos(�max) − cos(�min)) [sr]: the angular phase space factor, it is the integral ofthe solid angle.
• �� = (Ӻ1−ᇁmax −Ӻ1−ᇁmin )/(� − ᅭ) [GeV1−ᇁ]: the energy phase space factor, with ᅭ the inputspectral index. It is the integral of the generation spectrum.
• Δ�gen [s]: the interval of time simulated ⁸a year⁹.
cau Ntutrinos Until now, �� are not simulated ⁸they will be added very soon⁹. Indeed, theyusually produce hadronic showers which are not emiting as much light as electromagnetic
showers or muon tracks, therefore less of them are triggered and their reconstruction quality
is of bad. Moreover, there is no tau neutrinos in the atmospheric background. In order to
account for these events, interaction channels of �ր and �� are scaled up by a factor shown inTableα2.1. hese factors are obtained from dedicated simulations. A tau produced by charged
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cablt 2.1 – �� sraling uartors. Scaling factors to apply on �� and �ր channels in order to accountfor �� interactions.
Simulated channel Scaling factor Associated �� channel�� NC 1.0�� CC 1.09 αα0.09:α�� CCα→α��ր NC 4.74 αα1.0:α�� NCα→αhadαα2.74:α�� CCα→αhad�ր CC 1.12 αα0.12:α�� CCα→αe
current interaction has 17 ⁵ chance to decay into a muon ⁸�� CC→ �⁹ and 18 ⁵ into an electron⁸�� CC → e⁹. he corresponding factors are smaller due to the missing energy carried by thetwo neutrinos produced during the tau decay that diminish the probability of triggering the
event. In other cases the tau decays into a hadronic shower. he scaling factor corresponding
to the charged-current interaction producing a hadronic shower ⁸�� CC→ had⁹ is high becausethe cross section of charged current interactions is roughly twice the one of neutral current
interaction. It is also because the resulting showers produce more light in average and are in
consequence easier to detect. See sectionα2.1.1 for details about the interaction types.
Atmosphtrir Muon Gtntration
he number of atmospheric muons detected is way higher than atmospheric neutrinos. By
consequence, obtaining a realistic sample in terms of statistics is very time consuming. To
reduce this time, parametrisations of the energy and angular distributions of the muon lux
under-water are used. his is done by the MUPAGE sotwareα[54]. his method is much less
time consuming than a full simulation. However it is still too long to simulate all muons, one
third of them is simulated and a weight of 3 is applied.
2.5.2 Partirlts ans Light Propagation
he particles reaching the can volume are simulated with their energy losses and light emission
by the KM3 package, based on GEANT α[55]. It would require too much CPU time to simulate
every photons, and it is not necessary as the seawater is homogeneous. he KM3 package
uses tables from full simulations to determine the energy losses, scaterings and the photon
distributions. he number of hits on optical modules, their arrival time and positionwith respect
to the photomultiplier tube orientation are evaluated.
2.5.3 Dtttrtor atsponst
he TriggerEiciency program accounts for the data taking conditions of the detector, simulate
the electronic response and the triggering.
he irst stage is to add the optical background due to the radioactive decay and the biolu-
minescence. his is done by using a Poisson probability distribution and based on the measured
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rates in the data run. he detector condition is also simulated, such as the number of inactive
optical modules. he electronic is simulated by accounting for the time needed by the chips to
digitize the signal as well as its dead time. he time and charge resolutions of the optical mod-
ules are also simulated based on the calibration measurements. hen the triggers are applied
like in the data run.
2.6 Evtnt atronstrurtion
Reconstruction algorithms are used in order to estimate the direction and energy of the incoming
neutrino. Depending on the event topology, diferent reconstructions are used. Some of the
output parameters of these algorithms are used in the analyses described in this thesis in order
to select events with the best reconstruction quality. hey will be presented.
2.6.1 crak atronstrurtion
A detailed description of the track reconstruction algorithm can be found inα[56]. he recon-
struction is divided into two algorithms, one for the direction of the event and an other one for
the energy.
Evtnt Dirtrtion
he event direction relies on a hit pre-selection, which selects only the hits that are causally
related by |�� − �max| ≤ ( ⃗ԡ� − ⃗ԡmax)/�ւ � ��� ns, with �� and ⃗ԡ� the time and position of the hit iand �max and ⃗ԡmax the time and position of the hit with the largest amplitude. he parameter �ւis the group velocity of light in water.
In order to estimate the event direction, the position of the track at a time �0 should alsobe determined. herefore, there are ive free parameters to estimate. A iting procedure in
multiple steps is used, each step being the starting point of the following one. he inal step
account for all L0-hits and is the maximization of a likelihood function to obtain this set of hits
with their time and amplitude, accounting for the optical background and the light scatering.
he ited value of the logarithm of the likelihood per degrees of freedom ΛTr is used as anestimator of the it quality, indeed lower is the likelihood less likely is the ited value. his
is combined with the information of the number of times the same value has been obtained
from its with diferent starting points. An estimation of the angular error of the reconstructionᅬTr is also computed from the second derivative of the likelihood function at the ited point,which corresponds to the standard deviation of the minimum of the likelihood in the Gaussian
approximation.
Evtnt Entrgy
A simple estimator of the event energy is the number of hits ⁸�hits⁹ selected for the directionreconstruction, as an estimation of the number of hits produced by the track. But this is not
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Figurt 2.14 –Muon tntrgy lossts for propagation in water. Figure taken fromα[44].
accurate. Several algorithms have been developed to beter estimate the energy of the events, I
describe here the dEdX algorithm which is used in chapterα6.
Track events detected by Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ are not contained in the detector. herefore, most of the
energy of the particles is not deposited in the detector and the neutrino energy is not easy to
estimate. he dEdX algorithm uses the fact that the energy losses of muons increase with energy
as can be seen in igureα2.14. However, dEdX is not eicient at energies lower than 100 GeV as
the energy losses are dominated by ionisation which is constant with energy.
2.6.2 bhowtr atronstrurtion
A detailed description of the shower reconstruction algorithm can be found inα[13]. he recon-
struction is divided into two algorithms, one for the position of the event, the vertex, and an
other one for the direction and energy.
Position atronstrurtion
As for the tracks, the algorithm start by selecting the hits causally correlated. Every pair of hits
has to fulil the criterion ⃗ԡ�− ⃗ԡ� ≥ �ւ · |��−��| with �� and ⃗ԡ� the time and position of a hit i and�ւ is the group velocity of light in water.he estimation of the shower position is done making the assumption that all the light is
emited by a point-like source at an instant �Sh. In this hypothesis, all hits should follow the
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cablt 2.2 – Evtnt prt-stltrtion.
Event Type Criterion Condition
Track
Upward-going cos(�Tr) � 0.2uality ΛTr � -6Error Estimate ᅬTr � 1.5°
or
Shower Upward-going cos(�Sh) � 0.2
relation ( ⃗ԡ� − ⃗ԡSh)2 = �2ւ · (�� − �Sh)2. his system of equation is linearised and solved using thelinear least square it methodα[57].
his is used as a starting point for the M-estimator ⁸�Est in chapterα6⁹ it which is a modiiedχl minimizing the residual time and accounting for the amplitude of the hitsα[13]. he residual
time is deined as �res � = �� − �Sh − | ⃗ԡ� − ⃗ԡSh|/�ւ for a hit �.
Dirtrtion ans Entrgy atronstrurtion
he direction and energy reconstruction is performed with a likelihood function which accounts
for the probability of each hit to come from the shower or the optical background. he proba-
bility that an unhit optical module does not see light is also used. hese probabilities depend on
the shower characteristics, therefore the likelihood is maximized by iting the energy and di-
rection. his estimated energy will be used is the following of this work, it will be calledӺT१ॴॺॸ१in chapterα6.
An estimator of the angular error is also computed. Ater the direction has been ited, the
likelihood landscape around the it is scanned by increasing the angular distance to the best it
direction by steps of one degree. he angular distance which decreases the log-likelihood value
of more than one in respect to the best it value is taken as angular error.
As for tracks, the number of hits selected for the reconstruction ⁸�hits⁹ can also be used asan energy estimator.
2.6.3 Prt-stltrtion
Both reconstructions are applied on each event, then a pre-selection is applied before writing
events to the data iles used in the upward-going analyses as the one presented in partαII. he
pre-selection conditions are given in tableα2.2. he zenith � is deined in igureα2.15, �Tr and �Shbeing the reconstructed zenith from the track and shower algorithms respectively.
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Figurt 2.15 –Dtinition ou tht ztnith �. he green
arrow is the direction of the neutrino and the black
line the vertical axis of the detector.
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Chapter 3
Other Neutrino Telescopes
he other neutrino experiments which took part to the follow-up of the gravitational wave
event GW170817, I३५Cॻ२५ and Pierre Auger, are presented in this chapter as well as KM3NeT,
the successor of Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ.
he Gigaton Volume Detector in Lake Baïkal ⁸Baïkal-GVD⁹α[58] is the only neutrino tele-
scope not presented as not being part of the GW170817 follow-up. However, it is larger than
Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ since few months and we can hope it will join the gravitational wave follow-up for
the next observation run.
3.1 ht I࠵eCࡇ࠴e Exptrimtnt
he I३५Cॻ२५ experimentα[59] relies on the same detection principle as Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ, however the
two detectors are distinct and complementary.
I३५Cॻ२५ is much larger than Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ with a total instrumented volume of about 1 kmm and
it is located in the deep ice of the South Pole glacier. he smaller absorption length in ice than
in water leads to a beter energy resolution than Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ, while the larger difusion degrades
the angular resolution, and its location in the South pole gives to I३५Cॻ२५ a good visibility of
the Northern hemisphere which is complementary with the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ one. I३५Cॻ२५ can also
exploit downward-going events by selecting contained events at the price of a smaller efective
area. he detector is also covered by IceTop as can be seen in igureα3.1, which is an array of
Cherenkov detector tanks that measures atmospheric showers occurring on top of the detector.
It is used to reject the vertical atmospheric muons, and is also one of the leading experiment
in the study of very high energy cosmic rays in the so-called knee regionα[60]. he optical
background is almost inexistant since there is no ܅⁰K and bioluminescence. More details on the
layout can be found in igureα3.1.
In the coming years, I३५Cॻ२५ should be extended by I३५Cॻ२५-Gen2. I३५Cॻ२५-Gen2 should
be a less dense but ten times larger array surrounding I३५Cॻ२५, increasing by one order of
magnitude the efective area at high energies.
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Figurt 3.1 – bhtmatir vitw ou tht I࠵eCࡇ࠴e stttrtor layout.
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Figurt 3.2 – Loration ans layout ou tht Pitrrt Augtr stttrtor. he water Cherenkov stations
⁸orange dots⁹ form the surface detector array while the four luorescence buildings ⁸black squares⁹
form the luorescence detector.
3.2 ht Pitrrt Augtr Obstrvatory
he Pierre Auger Observatoryα[61] has been built in order to measure the ultra-high-energy
cosmic ray lux at Earth. However, it can also be used to detect ultra-high-energy neutrinos
from cosmic origin.
ht Pitrrt Augtr Dtttrtor Layout
Auger is located in Argentina at an altitude of 1 420 m in order to proit from the optimal air
shower development. As can be seen in igureα3.2, Auger is composed of an array of 1 660αwa-
ter Cherenkov stations covering a surface of 3 000 kml, the surface detector, and four stations
housing six luorescence telescopes each, the luorescence detector.
Only the surface detectors are used for the neutrino detection. he picture of a water
Cherenkov station of the surface detector is shown in igureα3.3. hese tanks are illed with
water and contain three photomultiplier tubes each, in order to detect Cherenkov light pro-
duced by muons and electrons of the extensive air showers.
Ntutrino Dtttrtion Prinriplt ou tht Pitrrt Augtr Obstrvatory
Like cosmic rays, neutrinos interacting within the atmosphere produce air showers. he main
challenge of the neutrino detection with Auger is to distinguish neutrinos from cosmic rays.
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Figurt 3.3 –Wattr Chtrtnkov station. It contains
12 000 liters of pure water and three photomulti-
plier tubes.
Figurt 3.4 – Dtttrtion prinriplt ou ntutrinos with tht Pitrrt Augtr Obstrvatory. Horizontal reg-
ular proton showers ⁸1⁹ are seen as dominated by muons at the surface detector ⁸in red⁹, while the
amount of electromagnetic component is important for the deep downward-going neutrino showers
⁸2⁹ or the showers from Earth-skimming �� ⁸3⁹ and �� interacting in the mountains ⁸4⁹.
hese two types of particles can be distinguished from the deepness of the interaction within
the atmosphere. Indeed, cosmic rays always interact shortly ater entering the atmosphere while
neutrinos can interact deeplyα[62]. If the interaction occurred close enough to the detector, the
shower still have a considerable amount of electromagnetic components when reaching the
surface detector. hese events are called young showers. It is the case for vertical cosmic rays
interacting on top of the detector. But for cosmic ray induced showers that are close to the
horizontal, the old shower front is dominated by muons as represented in igureα3.4.
hereby, horizontal young showers will be recognisedmore easily as resulting from neutrino
interactions. From this idea, two type of events, illustrated in igureα3.4, can be distinguished:
• Earth-skimming events are events induced by �� travelling in the upward direction closeto the horizontal. If the neutrino interacts with the Earth relatively close to the surface, the
tau produced can escape the Earth, decay in light and induce a shower in the atmosphere
close to the detector.
Earth-skimming events can be identiied if they have a zenith angle in the range 9�° �� � 95°.
• Downward-going neutrinos close to the horizontal can interact in the atmosphere close to
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Figurt 3.5 – Photograph ou a KM3Ntc sigital op-
tiral mosult.
the detector. hey have a zenith angle in the range 75° ≤ � ≤ 9�°.
A �� interacting in themountains surrounding the Pierre Auger Observatory can also pro-duce a tau which can decay close to the detector. his is equivalent to an Earth-skimming
event but it cannot be distinguished from other downward-going events.
3.3 Outlook ou tht KM3Ntc Dtttrtor
he km³ Ntutrino celescope ⁸KM3NeT⁹α[63] is the successor of Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ. It will be formed of
building blocks of 115 lines, each line housing 18 digital opticalmodules. For KM3NeT the optical
modules have been improved compared to the previous generation telescopes. Each module
houses 31 3-inch photomultiplier tubes as shown in igureα3.5 and digitisation electronics. his
new design will allow to beter reject the background and a beter event reconstruction.
KM3NeT will be divided in two parts dedicated to diferent physics, ARCA ⁸Astroparticle
aesearch with Cosmics in the Abyss⁹ for high energy astrophysics and ORCA ⁸Oscillation
aesearch with Cosmics in theAbyss⁹ for neutrino oscillation studies. An artist view of KM3NeT
is represented in igure 3.6. he phase 2 of the project is presented here, a third phase with a
total of six building blocks is expected on a longer time-scale.
ARCA will be a kmm scale telescope in the Mediterranean sea of coast of Sicily at a depth
of 3 500 m. It will be made of two building blocks with 90 m inter-line spacing and a vertical
spacing between optical modules of 36 m.
ORCA is optimized for the GeV scale energies. It will be made of one denser block with
20 m inter-line and 9 m inter-module spacing. ORCA plans to use atmospheric neutrinos in
order to determine the neutrino mass hierarchy and to measure the �23 neutrino mixing anglewith improved precision. It will also have some potential for low energy astrophysical signals
like supernova or gamma ray bursts. It will be located close to the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ site. he ORCA
performances will not be detailed here but the interested reader can refer toα[63].
hree KM3NeT lines have already been deployed and the deployment of the ORCA and two
ARCA building blocks should end in 2022.
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Figurt 3.6 – Artist vitw ou tht KM3Ntc stttrtor.
Prosptrts uor AaCA
he excellent angular resolution of ARCA combined to its huge volume and good coverage of
the central part of the MilkyWay will allow unprecedented results. We present quickly here the
sensitivity studies for a difuse Galactic neutrino lux and point sources. his allows to compare
the results presented in this thesis with the KM3NeT capabilities, moreover these subjects also
correspond to the sources for which ARCA has been optimized.
A KM3NeT sensitivity study has been performed looking for a Galactic difuse luxα[64] per
neutrino lavour of 5 · ��−6( ��1 GeV)−2.3 × exp(−√ ��1 PeV) GeV܌s cm܌l s܌s sr܌s from the Galactic
center region |ԑ| � 4° and |ԛ| � ��°. his lux prediction comes from the KRA͢ modelα[36],
the one which is presented and analysed with Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ and I३५Cॻ२५ data in the partαII of this
thesis. his analysis uses a likelihood ratio method using the events energy and their estimated
signalness from amultivariate analysis. As can be seen in igureα3.7, ARCAhas a 50 ⁵ probability
tomake a 5σ discovery of this lux in four years independently for tracks and showers. Moreover,
we can stress that this analysis does not account for themodel morphology, therefore an analysis
combining tracks and showers and accounting for the model morphology could improve these
results.
A sensitivity study to Galactic sources has also been done with some of the most powerful
Galactic ͢-ray sourcesα[65]. heir expected neutrino luxes have been derived from the ͢-ray
data under the assumption that the ͢-ray lux has a fully hadronic origin. hese luxes are
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Figurt 3.7 – KM3Ntc Galartir Plant stusy. 5σ ⁸black⁹ and 3σ ⁸red⁹ discovery luxes as well as the
sensitivity ⁸blue⁹ to a difuse neutrino lux from a selected region of the Galactic Plane as a function
of the ARCA observation time. Both the track ⁸solid lines⁹ and shower ⁸dashed lines⁹ samples results
are presented.
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cablt 3.1 – Flux paramtttrs of the Galactic point sources studied inα[65]. he lux is expressed
according to equationα3.1 with Φ0 in units of 10܌ss TeV܌s s܌s cm܌l.
Source ᅮ Extension Φ0 Γ Ӻcut ᅬ
RX J1713.7–3946 ⁸1⁹ -39.77° 0.6° 1.68 1.72 2.1 0.5
RX J1713.7–3946 ⁸2⁹ -39.77° 0.6° 0.89 2.06 8.04 1
Vela Jr -46.36° 1° 1.30 1.87 4.5 1
HESSJ1614–518 ⁸1⁹ -51.82° 0.42° 0.26 2.42 - -
HESSJ1614–518 ⁸2⁹ -51.82° 0.42° 0.51 2 3.71 0.5
Galactic Centre -28.87° 0.45° 0.25 2.3 85.53 0.5
described by Φ�(Ӻ) = Φ0 Ӻ−Γ exp(−(Ӻ/Ӻcut)ᇀ)  TeV܌s s܌s cm܌l ⁸3.1⁹
with ᅮ the declination, Φ0 the lux normalisation, Γ the spectral index and Ӻcut the energycutof. he values of these parameters are given in the tableα3.1. Some of the sources have two
diferent parametrizations, denoted ⁸1⁹ and ⁸2⁹.
A multivariate analysis is used to estimate the signalness of the neutrino events, this sig-
nalness is then used in a likelihood ratio test. he sensitivity lux at 90 ⁵ conidence level in
function of the observation time is shown in igureα3.8. For all these sources, the fully hadronic
scenario can be constrained in less than ive years. here is a 50 ⁵ probability to have a 3σ dis-
covery ater six years for half of these sources. However, only the track sample is exploited in
this analysis, the results can be improved by adding the shower sample.
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Figurt 3.8 – KM3Ntc point sourrt stusy. Sensitivity lux at 90 ⁵ conidence level Φ90 divided bythe normalisation lux in function of the ARCA observation time for the sources listed in tableα3.1.
Figure taken fromα[65].
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Chapter 4
Difuse Galactic Neutrino Emission
he interaction of cosmic rays with the interstellar medium in the Milky Way is the source of
a difuse Galactic neutrino emission. his chapter starts by presenting the Milky Way char-
acteristics inluencing the cosmic ray propagation which is described aterwards, in order to
understand this neutrino emission. hen the so-called KRAγ modelα[36, 66], studied in the fol-
lowing chapters, is presented as well as the associated neutrino lux prediction.
4.1 ht Milky Way
In 1925, Hubble built a galaxy classiication based on their morphologiesα[67]. his classiication
results in mainly three Hubble types as illustrated in igureα4.1. he majority of known galaxies
have smooth featureless mater distribution, they are called elliptical galaxies, while others have
spiral arms. Two third of the spiral galaxies are shaped with a central bar which is the case of
the Milky Way. here is also few percent of irregular galaxies.
he Milky way is composed of a disk, a bulge and presumably a dark mater haloα[68]:
• he disk contains most of the stars as well as the gas and dust populating the interstellar
medium. he solar system is in the disk, located in the local Orion-Cygnus arm. It is at
a distance from the Galactic center of about 8.5 kpc as shown in igureα4.3 and at 15 pc
above the midplane. It is di cult to deine the disk radius as we are located within the
disk, however we can estimate that the apparent radius of the stellar disk is roughly 15 kpc
while the gas extends to about 25 kpc. he disk width is about 1 kpc.
• he bulge is located around the center of the Galaxy, it corresponds to a much denser zone.
It has an elongated shape ⁸igureα4.3⁹ extending on about 3 kpc with a width of 2 kpc as
can be seen in igureα4.2.
• he dark mater halo has a mass ten times larger than the disk, it gravitationally holds
the Galaxy together. It has an oblate spheroid shape, in other words, a latened sphere
shape. From its efect on the Magellanic Clouds, its diameter is estimated to be at least
100–120 kpc.
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ht Inttrsttllar Mtsium
he interstellar medium is composed of 70.4 ⁵ ⁸resp. 90.8 ⁵⁹ of hydrogen in term of mass ⁸resp.
number of nuclei⁹ and 28.1 ⁵ ⁸9.1 ⁵⁹ of helium, with only 1.5 ⁵ of heavier elements. hese chem-
ical elements are present in the form of atomic, ionized and molecular gas as well as dust. hey
are concentrated in the spiral arms and within the 150 pc surrounding the Galactic plane. he
clouds present in the interstellar medium occupy 1–2 ⁵ of the volume but contain about half
of the interstellar medium mass. he diferent components of the interstellar medium are de-
scribed below for hydrogen as it is the most abundant element. Seeα[70] and references therein
for more details.
• he neutral atomic gas ⁸denoted H�⁹ is present in two thermal phases, the cold phase withtemperatures of 50–100 K and the warm one at 6 000–10 000 K. he cold phase is located
in dense clouds ⁸called H� regions⁹ with 20–50 hydrogen atoms per cmm. Located in the
inter-cloud medium, the density of the warm phase is much lower ⁸∼0.3 cm܌m⁹.
• he ionised gas is due to ultraviolet radiations emited by hot and massive stars. he free
electrons and ions continuously recombine and ionise again. he equilibrium between
recombination and ionisation rates determines the size of the ionised region. he ionised
gas is also present in two phases, a warm one at 6 000–10 000 K and a hot one with tem-
peratures above 10܇ K. heir densities are respectively 0.04 cm܌m and 0.003 cm܌m. he warm
phase is mainly located in inter-cloud regions while the hot phase extends into the Galac-
tic halo. Indeed, the hot ionised gas is generated by supernova explosion and stellar winds
that can eject the gas on large scales.
• he molecular gas is located in cool ⁸> 100 K⁹ and dense ⁸100–1 000 cm܌m⁹ molecular clouds
where there is a higher chance of atom meeting each other and low chance of collisional
disruption. he ultraviolet lux must be low to prevent ionisation. he molecular clouds
are mostly located along the spiral arms and particularly at a distance of 4–7 kpc from the
Galactic center.
• he dust is mainly made of carbon, oxygen and silicon with a typical size of a dust particle
of 0.1 to 1 μm. It represents 0.1 ⁵ of the total mass of the stars.
ht Magnttir Fitlss
he magnetic ields in the Galaxy have a strong inluence on cosmic ray propagation. hey
consist in two components, a regular and an irregular one. heir strengths being of the same
order of magnitude, the Galactic cosmic ray propagation takes place under highly turbulent
conditions.
he regular component has a local intensity of ∼1.4 μG. It evolves slowly with a small radial
component whose magnitude is not known and a strong azimuthal component. As viewed from
the North Galactic Pole, the direction of this azimuthal component is clockwise. It is stronger
toward the Galactic centre reaching ∼4.4 μG at a radius of 4 kpc. he regular ield is composed
of two layers, one localised in the disk and the other one in the Galactic halo. he transition
occurs roughly at a distance of k 0.4 kpc from the midplaneα[71]. he regular magnetic ield of
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the Galactic halo is weaker and extends until ∼1.4 kpc. It is not known if it is symmetric ⁸forming
a quadrupole⁹ or anti-symmetric ⁸a dipole⁹ above and below the Galactic plane.
he irregular component has a local strength of ∼5 μG, it is associated with turbulent inter-
stellar plasma. It is also thought to consist of two layers, in the disk and halo. he strength of
the disk component varies in each spiral arm and is inversely proportional to the distance to
the Galactic center for radii larger than 5 kpc. he halo component decreases exponentially in
the radial direction and is Gaussian in the vertical one. Its vertical extension is comparable to
the halo layer of the regular magnetic ield. he irregular ield has a coherence length scale of
typically 100 pc.
Despite being one order of magnitude weaker than in the disk, the halo magnetic ield has
a great inluence on the cosmic ray propagation because of its extension in height.
4.2 Galartir Cosmir aay cransport
As described in sectionα1.2, cosmic rays are charged particles, mostly protons. Most of them are
produced in the Galaxy ⁸except at very high energies⁹ however their is no consensus on their
origin.
Cosmic rays propagating in the Milky Way gyrate around the magnetic ield lines following
a circular orbit with a so-called Larmor radius ԡ� = ԟ/(Ԡ�) with ԟ their momentum, Ԡ theircharge and � the intensity of the magnetic ield. herefore, considering a Galactic magnetic
ield of ∼3 μG, protons with energies lower than ∼10܉ GeV are contained in the Galaxy.
For a given particle species, the cosmic ray transport can be described byα[72]�Φ ( ⃗ԡ� ԟ� �)�� = Ԇ ( ⃗ԡ� ԟ� �) � ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗∇⃗ · (ӹ�� ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗∇⃗Φ)− ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗∇⃗ · ( ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ԋ Φ) � ��ԟ [ԟ� ( ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗∇⃗ · ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ԋ Φ)] � ��ԟ (ԟ2ӹ�� ��ԟ Φԟ2)− ��ԟ (�ԟ�� Φ) − Φ�ց − Φ�տ . ⁸4.1⁹
Here Φ( ⃗ԡ� ԟ� �) is the cosmic ray density at a position ⃗ԡ, time � and momentum ԟ. Each term of
the equation is described in more detail below.
• Ԇ( ⃗ԡ� ԟ� �) is the source term, including primary and secondary cosmic rays.
Galactic cosmic ray sources, like supernovae remnants, are expected to be mostly concen-
trated in the Galactic disk. A more detailed description of the Galactic sources is given
inα[72].
Secondary cosmic rays are produced by spallation of nuclei on the interstellar medium
and by radioactive decay. his way, light elements are produced from heavier ones. Both
mechanisms are described below.
• ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗∇⃗ · (ӹ�� ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗∇⃗Φ) is the difusion term, with ӹ�� the difusion coeicient. Cosmic rays aredelected by the irregular component of the Galactic magnetic ield. his irregular compo-
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nent is coherent over a scale of ∼100 pc which is small compared to the size of the Galaxy,
therefore cosmic rays difuse, explaining the cosmic ray isotropy.
• − ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗∇⃗ · ( ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ԋ Φ) is the convection term, with ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ԋ the convection velocity. Galactic winds can
be due to ejecta from massive stars, supernovae or to supermassive black holes. hey are
observed in other galaxies and could play a role in the Milky Way too.
• ��� [�3 ( ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗∇⃗ · ⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ԋ Φ)] is the term for adiabatic momentum loss due to the convection, the windspeed increasing away from the disk.
• ��� (ԟ2ӹ�� ��� Φ�2) is the difuse re-acceleration term, also called second order Fermi mecha-nism, which is described here as difusion in the momentum space withӹ�� the difusioncoeicient. It is due to themagnetic relection of cosmic rays on interstellar cloudsmoving
in random directions, the clouds transferring their kinetic energy to the cosmic rays.
• − ��� (����Φ) is themomentum loss term accountingmostly for ionization, bremsstrahlung,synchrotron emission and inverse Compton scatering.
• − Φ�� is the nuclear fragmentation term, or spallation, �ց being the timescale for loss byfragmentation. It is due to inelastic collisions of nuclei with the interstellar medium,
breaking heavy nuclei into lighter ones. High-energy neutrinos can also be produced in
this process.
• − Φ�� is the term accounting for radioactive decays of unstable nuclei, �տ being the radioac-tive decay timescale. As for the spallation process, light nuclei are produced when heavier
unstable nuclei decay.
Equationα4.2 can be solved analytically or numerically. he numerical solution ofers more
accurate estimations as less simpliications are needed, moreover it allows to tune the model to
match to observations. It is what has been done in the KRA͢ model.
4.3 ht KaAγ Mostl
Few models have been proposed to simulate the cosmic ray propagation in the MilkyWay, most
of them extrapolate the local transport properties to the whole cosmic ray conining volumeα[73,
74, 75, 76, 77]. In the following these models will be referred to as conventional models. In
contrast, in the KRA͢ model, radially dependent cosmic ray transport properties are used in
order to beter reproduce Fermi-LAT ͢-ray data as well as the local cosmic ray observables. It is
physically conceivable to have diferent difusion coeicients in the Galactic center because of
the stronger star forming activity and peculiar ield strength and geometry.
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4.3.1 Mtthos
he KRA͢ model is a phenomenological model based on a data-driven approach. Indeed, the
authors noticed that the conventional models do not reproduce the high ͢-ray lux measured by
Fermi-LAT in the inner Galactic region and consequently built this model to correct for this.
he authors used the model described inα[78] as a starting point. his model is similar to the
conventional models as it uses a difusion coeicient ӹ constant as a function of the galacto-
centric radiusԇ. ӹ is deined asӹ(�) = ӹ0(�/�0)ᇂ with the rigidity �, the scaling factor ᅮ,ӹ0and �0 being constants. hen, this is modiied and the inal KRA͢ model can be described with
• ᅮ = �ԇ � �, a radial dependence of the scaling factor of the difusion coeicient which
saturates above ԇ = �� kpc in order to avoid unrealistic values. he parameters � and �
are ited on the [5 GeV, 50 GeV] energy range ͢-ray data along the Galactic disk with the
additional constraint to have locally ᅮ(ԇSun) = �.5.
his allows to correctly reproduce the ͢-ray spectrum except at low energies where it
overshoots the data, therefore an advective wind is added.
• տ��տ� = ��� km s܌s kpc܌s, an advective wind along the vertical axis �, with a uniform gradi-ent in the central region of the Galaxy ⁸ԇ � 6.5 kpc⁹. hese two values are ited on the
low-energy data Ӻᇁ � � GeV. he advective wind is also motivated by the X-ray ROSATobservationsα[79].
• ӹ(�) ∝ exp(�/��) an exponential vertical dependence of the difusion coeicient.
• a conventional halo size of 4 kpc for all values of ԇ. It has been checked that the results
do not change signiicantly if larger values are considered.
hen, the authors check a posteriori that the local observables are not spoiled. Only a small
tuning of the normalisation of the difusion coeicient ӹ0 and of the source spectral index aredoneα[66].
To account for the maximum energy reachable by the cosmic ray accelerators, an exponen-
tial cutof is applied in the cosmic ray spectrum. In order to match CREAMα[80] and bracket
KASCADEα[81] and KASCADE-Grandeα[82] data, two values of the energy cutof at 5 and 50
PeV/nucleon have been chosen. In the following these two versions of the model will be called
KRA͢܆ and KRA͢܆⁰. However, the presence of an extragalactic component in the KASCADE-
Grande data seems more and more credible, therefore the KRA͢܆⁰ model represents an extreme
tuning of the model. A new version of the KRA͢ model with a cutof at ∼1 PeV should be pub-
lished in the coming months.
4.3.2 atsults
Finally, the KRA͢ model reproduces well the Fermi-LAT data, as expected, in particular in the
inner Galactic region. his is shown in igureα4.4 which represents the ͢-ray spectrum in ⁸|ԛ| ��° and |ԑ| � �.�°⁹. he hypothesis of dark mater annihilation in this part of the Galaxy, used
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Figurt 4.6 – Ntutrino sptrtrum in tht inntr Galartir plant rtgion ⁸|ԛ| � ��°� |ԑ| � 4°⁹ for the
KRA͢܆ and KRA͢܆⁰ models ⁸blue⁹ as well as the conventional model, called KRAα[78] here ⁸red⁹ as it
is the same model but with a constant difusion coeicient and not ited on ͢-ray data. he Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ
upper limit fromα[92] is shown for comparison as well as the KM3NeT sensitivity corresponding to
four years of observation time ⁸orange⁹. he maximal lux estimated byα[93] considering three years
of I३५Cॻ२५ high-energy starting events is also shown ⁸black⁹. Figure taken fromα[36].
model-independent on-of analysis, counting the number of events in the Galactic Ridge ⁸on-
zone⁹ in comparison with the number of events in equivalent of-zones. But the peculiar mor-
phology of the KRA͢ model peaked in the Galactic center as illustrated in igureα4.5 has not
been taken into account by such on-of analysis. his is the reason why we decided to test this
model with the method described in chapterα6 accounting for the morphology of the model.
Figureα4.6 also shows that the KM3NeT experiment sensitivity ater four years of data taking
will be well below the model lux as presented in sectionα3.3.
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In this chapter, the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ data sets used in the standalone analysis and in the combination
with I३५Cॻ२५ are described. hey are mostly identical except for an additional year in the
combination. he selection of good quality runs is the irst step presented, it is followed by
a comparison between data and Monte Carlo simulation to check their agreement. hen, the
event selection and optimization are described.
5.1 aun btltrtion
For the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ standalone analysis, we used data from the beginning of 2007 up to the end of
2015 and we added 2016 data to this sample for the analysis combined with I३५Cॻ२५.
he run selection aims at selecting runs with a good quality of data taking, the variables
used here are detailed in sectionα2.4.4. In these analyses, runs with data quality equal or greater
than 1 are selected. he so-called sparking runs are excluded as well as the SCAN runs that have
not been recovered. On top of that, to improve the data-Monte Carlo agreement, Monte Carlo
production of a certain run is used only if the corresponding data are available.
his run selection results in a total live-time of 2 404αdays for the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ standalone analy-
sis to which are added 347 extra days for the combination. Annual live-times of data and Monte
Carlo are shown in Tableα5.1. One can see that there is around 31 ⁵ more data than Monte
Carlo, the discrepancy being much smaller in recent years. his comes from computational
reasons and is not problematic as the coverage of each time period is suicient. his problem
should be solved in the following months.
5.2 Data-Montt Carlo Comparison
Monte Carlo simulations are used to optimize selection cuts and to produce the ingredients of
the analyses, therefore it is crucial to have a reliable Monte Carlo. his is tested by looking at the
agreement betweenMonte Carlo and data for diferent cut variable distributions. he agreement
of the distributions of the main quality variables before the selection cuts is presented here
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cablt 5.1 – Livt-timt ans numbtr ou runs ptr ytar for data and Monte Carlo. he data-Monte Carlo
live-time ratio is also presented.
Period MC Data data live-timeMC live-timeRuns Live-time [Days] Runs Live-time [Days]
2007 982 126.1 1 583 200.3 1.59
2008 1 445 131.0 2 336 213.5 1.63
2009 952 129.1 1 792 229.4 1.78
2010 1 805 178.7 2 496 244.4 1.37
2011 2 198 192.4 3 356 292.1 1.52
2012 1 782 166.9 2 750 261.9 1.57
2013 946 228.6 1 137 268.9 1.18
2014 743 297.3 848 339.7 1.14
2015 1 010 303.9 1 175 354.2 1.17
2016 1 375 356.6 1 377 356.8 1.00
Total 13 238 2 110.5 18 850 2 761.1 1.31
and the agreement ater the cuts will be presented in sectionα5.4. A description of the quality
variables ΛTr, ᅬTr and ᅬSh can be found in sectionα2.6, the muon veto, ℒ�, is described in thefollowing section. Some precuts have been applied in the track and shower samples used for the
distributions shown here in order to reject the obvious muon background, they are presented in
tableα5.2. he parameter �Sh being the radial distance of the reconstructed shower vertex fromdetector’s central axis and � the height with respect to the detector centre.
Figureα5.1 shows the comparison between data and Monte Carlo for track reconstruction
quality variables and igureα5.2 for the optimized shower cuts.
One can see that the data and Monte Carlo distributions before inal cuts are in good agree-
ment, therefore these variables can be used for optimisation. Only the muon veto on the shower
sample does not have a good agreement on all the range, however the selection cut will be ap-
plied in a region where the agreement is still good. Moreover, the distribution ater all the other
cuts that will be shown in sectionα5.4 is in good data-Monte Carlo agreement.
he distributions of the ingredients shown in sectionα6.2 will also be represented with data
and Monte Carlo for comparison when needed.
5.3 Evtnt btltrtion
Event selection aims at improving the sensitivity of the analyses by maximizing the signal over
background ratio.
Background atmospheric neutrinos cannot be distinguished from cosmic neutrinos on an
event by event basis as explained in sectionα2.2. As a consequence the event selection focuses on
rejecting atmospheric muons that are only downward-going, as a consequence upward-going
events are rejected. Nevertheless, there are so many atmospheric muons, that a lot of badly
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cablt 5.2 – Prt-ruts usts uor sata-Montt Carlo romparison.
Criterion Condition
Upward-going cos(�Tr) � 0.1uality ΛTr � -6Error Estimate ᅬTr � 1.5°
(a) Track events.
Criterion Condition
Containment �Sh � 300 m, |�| � 250 mUpward-going cos(�Sh) � 0.1Error Estimate ᅬSh � 50Muon Veto ℒ� � -100
(b) Shower events.
(a) (b)
Figurt 5.1 – Distributions ou Λcr (a) ans ᅬcr (b) for data and background Monte Carlo simulationsof atmospheric muons and neutrinos.
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(a) (b)
Figurt 5.2 – Distributions ou ᅬbh (a) ans ℒ� vtto (b) for data and background Monte Carlo simula-tions of atmospheric muons and neutrinos.
reconstructed ones remain ater this cut. To further improve the selection, we reject badly re-
constructed events, this also improves the angular and energy resolution of the reconstructed
events, but rejects some signal. So we optimize the cut on the reconstruction quality in order to
ind the best trade-of.
5.3.1 crak btltrtion
he track selection presented here is adapted from the track-only point source searchα[94].
From Monte Carlo simulations, we estimate that ater the precuts described in sectionα2.6.3,
the track sample contains a total of only 61 signal events, with 65 000 atmospheric neutrinos and
173αmillions of atmospheric muons. his corresponds to a background event every two seconds
and a signal event every two months. At this stage the signal over background ratio is 4·10܌܈.
Tableα5.3 shows the proportion of events remaining ater each cut. he Monte Carlo iles
only contain pre-selected events as described in sectionα2.6.3. To reject most of the atmospheric
muon background, events should be reconstructed as upward-going, i.e. with cos(�) � �.�,� being the zenith angle deined as the angle between the incoming direction of the neutrino
⁸the source direction⁹ and the vertical axis of the detector as illustrated in igureα5.3. Events in� � cos(�) � �.� are downward-going events close to the horizon that are selected too. Indeed,
adding this direction increases the background of only ∼5 ⁵ as well reconstructed atmospheric
muons are not expected from this part of the sky and the signal of ∼5 ⁵ too, as it corresponds to
a large solid angle.
he selection also requires a high value of the quality parameter ⁸ΛTr⁹ and a low value ofthe angular error estimate ⁸ᅬTr⁹ in order to reject badly reconstructed atmospheric muons. At-mospheric neutrinos are also rejected by these cuts more oten than signal events as shown in
tableα5.3. Indeed, having a spectrum soter than cosmic neutrinos, the corresponding tracks are
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cablt 5.3 – Eiritnrits ou tah rut on atmospheric muons ⁸�Atm� ⁹, neutrinos ⁸�Atm�→any⁹, cosmic neu-
trinos giving muon tracks ⁸�KRA͢܆�→� ⁹ and showers ⁸�KRA͢܆�→Sh ⁹. he eiciency is deined as the ratio of thenumber of events passing the cuts over the number of pre-selected events, the pre-selection cuts are
deined in sectionα2.6.3.
Criterion Condition �Atm� �Atm�→any �KRA͢܆�→� �KRA͢܆�→Sh
Pre-selected see sectionα2.6.3 1 1 1 1
Upward-going cos(�) � 0.1 0.12 0.90 0.87 0.89
uality ΛTr � -5.15 1.2·10܌܆ 0.12 0.28 3.9·10܌lError Estimate ᅬTr � 1° 4.4·10܌܇ 0.11 0.27 1.2·10܌l
ν
ANTARES
θ
Figurt 5.3 – Dtinition ou tht ztnith �. he green
arrow is the direction of the neutrino and the black
line the vertical axis of the detector.
less bright in average and more oten badly reconstructed.
Tableα5.4 displays the number of selected signal and background events in the Monte Carlo
simulation from each of the channels described in sectionα2.1.1. A total of ∼10 signal events clas-
siied as tracks are expected, mostly from �� and �� , with low contamination of other channels.�� charged-current events represent 91 ⁵ of the background and 9.1 ⁵ is due to atmosphericmuons.
In the end, 7 300αevents selected as tracks remain in the data sample used for the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ
standalone analysis and 7 850 for the combination among which 10 are expected from the signal.
cablt 5.4 – atmaining numbtr ou trak tvtnts attr tht ruts for neutral current ⁸NC⁹ and charged
current ⁸CC⁹ interactions for each neutrino lavours for a signal with the KRA͢܆model characteristics
and the atmospheric background.
Channel KRA͢܆ Atmospheric�� NC 2.1·10܌l 15.2�� CC 9.1 7 448.0�ր NC 2.2·10܌l 0.61�ր CC 0.14 7.0�� CC ⁻ NC 0.92�atm 746.3
total 10.2 8 229.3
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cablt 5.5 – Eiritnrits ou tah rut on atmospheric muons ⁸�Atm� ⁹, neutrinos ⁸�Atm�→any⁹, cosmic neu-
trinos giving muon tracks ⁸�KRA͢܆�→μ ⁹ and showers ⁸�KRA͢܆�→Sh ⁹. he eiciency is deined as the ratio of thenumber of events passing the cuts over the number of pre-selected events, the pre-selection cuts are
deined in sectionα2.6.3.
Criterion Condition �Atm� �Atm�→any �KRA͢܆�→� �KRA͢܆�→Sh
Pre-selected see sectionα2.6.3 1 1 1 1
Track Veto Not selected as a track 1.00 0.88 0.73 0.99
Containment �Sh � 300 m, |�| � 250 m 0.65 0.76 0.61 0.93Upward-going cos(�) � 0.1 0.39 0.59 0.45 0.71
M-Estimator �Est � 1 000 0.38 0.56 0.44 0.69Error Estimate ᅬSh � 26 7.1·10܌l 0.21 0.20 0.46RDF from Dusj ℒDusj � 0.3 4.7·10܌܅ 5.4·10܌l 6.2·10܌l 0.28Muon Veto ℒ� � 40 5.4·10܌܈ 3.7·10܌m 1.3·10܌l 0.10
he signal over background ratio has been improved by a factor of ≈ 4·10m. More details about
the inal sample are given in sectionα5.5.
5.3.2 bhowtr btltrtion
he shower event selection cuts have been adapted from the point source search combining
tracks and showersα[94].
From Monte Carlo simulations, we estimate that ater the precuts described in sectionα2.6.3,
the shower sample contains a total of only 48 signal events, with 39 500 atmospheric neutri-
nos and 130αmillions of atmospheric muons. At this stage, the signal over background ratio is
roughly the same than for tracks, 4·10܌܈.
he selection cuts for shower events are listed in Tableα5.5 with their eiciency. One can
see that much more cuts are used for showers than for tracks. Indeed, the low number of signal
shower events due to the lower efective volume as explained in sectionα2.1.1 forces us to reduce
background more than for tracks. Although background is mostly tracks, it is still hard to reject
as muons radiating through bremsstrahlung can produce shower-like events in the detector.
Moreover, shower direction reconstruction is less precise because of the spherical shape of the
events, as a consequence it is harder to reject downward-going events.
Monte Carlo iles contain only pre-selected events as described in sectionα2.6.3. An event
reconstructed as shower is selected if it has not been selected as a track. Shower events should
be contained inside of the detector to be well reconstructed: �Sh � ��� m� |�| � �5� m, with�Sh the radial distance of the reconstructed shower vertex from detector’s central axis and � theheight with respect to the detector centre.
As for tracks, events should be upward-going or close to horizontal to reject atmospheric
muons.
As described in sectionα2.6, the M-estimator and ᅬSh variables represent the quality of thereconstruction, lower they are beter is the reconstruction.
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Dusj aansom Dtrision Fortst In order to distinguish beter atmospheric muons from cosmic
showers, a random decision forest method is used based on the Dusj shower reconstruction. It
uses the values of the ited χl or likelihood of the diferent stages of the reconstruction, more
details can be found inα[95].
Muon Vtto An extended likelihood ratio is also usedα[96] to distinguish atmospheric muons
from cosmic showers but using lower level informations than the random decision forest, the
hits. It is deined as ℒ�Veto =∑
hits
[log (ԅshower/ԅmuon) � ԅshower − ԅmuon] . ⁸5.1⁹
he sum is on the hits that are coincident with an other hit of the same storey within a time
window of 20 ns.
he probability density functions being ԅshower = ԅ(�res� ԓ��|shower) and ԅmuon =ԅ(�res� ԓ��|muon) with
• �res, the time residual of a hit with respect to the reconstructed shower,
• ԓ, the distance of a hit to the reconstructed shower position, and
• � , the total number of hits on-time with respect to the reconstructed shower time
⁸−�� ns � �res � 6� ns⁹.
hese probability density functions are based onMonte Carlo simulations using atmospheric
muons and an E܌l energy spectrum for the showers. Only events reconstructed as upward-going
are selected to produce these probability density functions.
he number of remaining signal and background events from each channel is shown in
Tableα5.6. A total of 2.57 signal showers are expected, mostly from �ր and �� producing elec-tromagnetic showers by charged current interaction. Background is due to muon tracks from�� charged-current interactions or atmospheric muons at 71 ⁵ as they are more abundant thanother type of events.
In the data, 208αevents persist ater the selection cuts for the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ standalone analysis
and 218 for the combination among which 2.6 are expected from signal. he signal over back-
ground ratio has been improved by a factor of 3·10܅. he inal sample is described in more details
in sectionα5.5.
5.3.3 Optimization
In order to improve the sensitivity of the analysis, some of the cuts described above have been
optimized. he optimization aims at improving the sensitivity which is deined as the average
upper limit that could be obtained in the background-only hypothesis1. he variables chosen for
the optimization are the ones having the biggest impact on the signal and atmospheric muons.
1he upper limit and sensitivity are deined with more details in sectionα6.4.
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cablt 5.6 – Numbtr ou rtmaining showtr tvtnts attr tht ruts for each channel for a signal with
the KRA͢܆ model characteristics and the atmospheric background.
Channel KRA͢܆ Atmospheric�� NC 0.16 43.5�� CC 0.33 83.7�ր NC 0.16 1.4�ր CC 1.2 17.3�� CC ⁻ NC 0.76�atm 68.9
total 2.57 214.9
cablt 5.7 – Λcr optimization. Number of selected tracks and showers in data, number of expectedsignal events and values of the average upper limit for diferent values of the cut onΛTr and a constantvalue of the cut on ᅬSh and ℒ� of 30 and 50 respectively. ԝSh is variable here because an event canbe selected as a shower only if it has not been selected as a track. he bold line is the optimum.ΛTr cut ԝTr ԝSh ԝKRA͢܆ Average UL[ΦKRAᇁ5] [⟨�evts⟩]
-5.13 7 016 188 13.01 1.068 13.89
-5.15 7 391 187 13.30 1.059 14.08
-5.17 7 723 184 13.60 1.059 14.40
-5.20 8 373 181 14.03 1.073 15.06
-5.22 8 843 181 14.33 1.084 15.53
-5.25 9 600 175 14.76 1.074 15.85
It is ΛTr for tracks and ᅬSh and ℒ� for showers, as can be seen in Tablesα5.3 andα5.5. he opti-mization has been done for the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ standalone analysis and kept as is for the combination.
he optimization is done sequentially in three steps that are represented in Tablesα5.7 andα5.8,
the bold line corresponding to the optimum. he irst step has been to optimize the cut on ΛTr,as the track veto inluences the shower sample. he value of the cut on ᅬSh was ixed to 30 and50 for ℒ� ⁸distributions before cuts can be seen on Figureα5.2⁹. he second step has been tooptimize ᅬSh with the same value of 50 for ℒ� and keeping the optimized value of ΛTr. Finally,the optimization of ℒ� has been done using the optimized values of ΛTr and ᅬSh.
5.4 Data-Montt Carlo Agrttmtnt Attr btltrtion
he same distributions as in sectionα5.2 are represented in iguresα5.4 andα5.5 ater all selection
cuts. he statistic is lower here, in particular for showers where not enough atmospheric muons
are simulated. his results in few bins containing one or two simulated events with largeweights
in the shower Monte Carlo distributions. Nevertheless the agreement is very good.
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cablt 5.8 – ᅬbh ans ℒ� optimizations. Number of selected showers in data, number of expectedsignal events and values of the average upper limit for diferent values of the optimized cut. he
bold lines are the optima.ᅬSh cut ԝSh ԝKRA͢܆ Average UL[ΦKRAᇁ5] [⟨�evts⟩]
22 184 13.39 1.042 13.95
26 186 13.42 1.033 13.86
30 187 13.43 1.039 13.96
34 191 13.44 1.039 13.97
38 197 13.45 1.050 14.12
(a) Optimization of ᅬSh cut with a constant value of the cut on ℒ� of 50.ℒ� cut ԝSh ԝKRA͢܆ Average UL[ΦKRAᇁ5] [⟨�evts⟩]
25 382 14.32 1.041 14.90
30 307 14.07 1.019 14.34
35 248 13.82 1.017 14.05
40 210 13.62 1.006 13.70
45 195 13.49 1.035 13.97
50 186 13.42 1.033 13.86
(b) Optimization of ℒ� cut.
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(a) (b)
Figurt 5.4 – Distributions ou Λcr (a) ans ᅬcr (b) for data and background Monte Carlo simulationsof atmospheric muons and neutrinos.
In the simulations, the total number of events is overestimated by 5⁵ for tracks and less
than 2⁵ for shower events. his is within the atmospheric lux normalisation uncertainty. In
the analysis, the normalisation of the Monte Carlo is never used, so this should have no impact.
5.5 Final bamplt
A total of 18 850 runs from early 2007 to end of 2016 have been selected to form the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ
10αyears sample used for the combination. It corresponds to a total live-time of 2 761αdays with
7 850αtracks among which 10.2 are expected from the model. Signal tracks have a very good
median angular resolution of 0.5° as can be seen in igureα5.6b and an energy range of [360 GeV,
130 TeV]. his energy range is deined as the one containing 90 ⁵ of the expected signal events
and is higher ⁸[2 TeV, 150 TeV]⁹ for the 2.6αsignal showers expected among the 218αevents in data.
he median angular resolution of showers is 2.4° as can be seen in igureα5.6a.
he properties of the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ alone sample as well as the I३५Cॻ२५ track sample used for
the combination are described in Tableα5.9.
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(a) (b)
Figurt 5.5 – Distributions ou ᅬbh (a) ans ℒ� vtto (b) for data and background Monte Carlo simula-tions of atmospheric muons and neutrinos.
(a) Shower events. (b) Track events.
Figurt 5.6 – Distribution ou tht angular rtsolution ou signal tvtnts for tracks and showers
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cablt 5.9 – Proptrtits ou tah tvtnt samplt for both combined and independent analyses and for
both versions of the model. Energy range is deined as the one containing 90 ⁵ of the events expected
from the signal.
Model Sample properties Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ analysis Combined analysisShowers Tracks Showers Tracks I३५Cॻ२५
Live-time [days] 2 424 2 780 2 431
Events in data 208 7 300 218 7 850 730 130
5 PeV
Expected signal 2.3 9.3 2.6 10.2 191
Median angular resolution 2.4° 0.5° 2.4° 0.5° 0.8°
Energy range Min [TeV] 2.0 0.35 2.1 0.36 0.39Max [TeV] 150 130 150 130 110
50 PeV
Expected signal 2.8 10.9 3.1 11.9 213
Median angular resolution 2.4° 0.5° 2.4° 0.5° 0.7°
Energy range Min [TeV] 2.2 0.40 2.3 0.41 0.39Max [TeV] 260 230 260 230 170
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Search Method
In this chapter, the implementation of the likelihood function and the maximum likelihood
method are detailed step by step as well as the ingredients used in the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ standalone
and combined analyses.
We remind that the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ standalone analysis has been built independently from the
I३५Cॻ२५ Collaboration which was developing an equivalent analysis on its ownα[97]. Ater the
Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ publication followed by the I३५Cॻ२५ publication, we combined the two analyses. he
combined analysis is very similar to the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ one with few diferences due to improvements
⁸adding one year of data⁹ or adaptation to the I३५Cॻ२५ analysis. For this reason this chapter
describes the method used by Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ for both analyses distinguishing the few elements that
are diferent. he main diferences with the I३५Cॻ२५ standalone analysis are also mentioned.
Here follows a simpliied overview of the maximum likelihood ratio method used.
Ovtrvitw he goal of this analysis is to test the KRA͢ model. More precisely it aims at esti-
mating the probability that there is some signal with the model characteristics in the data set.
To distinguish between data with and without signal, pseudo-data samples are produced,
some containing signal other not. hen, the characteristics of data are compared to these pseudo-
data sets to see how close or distinct they are from signal and background-only hypotheses.
We have built a quantity used to compare signal and data in order to maximize the sensitivity
of this analysis. his quantity takes into account most of the characteristics of the events to
describe how signal-like are the data, it is an unbinned likelihood function. It evaluates the
similarity of the data sample to pseudo-data containing signal. In other words, it describes
how likely data contain signal, hence the name likelihood function. To improve even more the
sensitivity, the likelihood to have some signal is weighted against the likelihood to have only
background by using a likelihood ratio. his likelihood ratio is a function of the tested signal
hypothesis. he amount of signal in a sample is ited by maximizing the likelihood ratio, this
maximum being used as the test statistic that quantiies how signal-like is the sample.
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6.1 Maximum Liktlihoos Mtthos
To estimate if a data set contains some signal on top of background, a likelihood functionℒ��� isbuilt. ℒTr is computed for the track sample orℒSh for the shower one with diferent ingredients.ℒ��� = �∏�=1 [ԝ� · �(ᅫ�� ᅮ�� Ӻ�) � ԝ� · ℬ(ᅮ�� Ӻ�� ��)] ⁸6.1⁹
Here �∏�=1 is the product over all events � of the sample, ԝ� and ԝ� are respectively the numberof signal and background events, with ԝ� = �−ԝ� ,� being the total number of events. ͠ andͣ are the reconstructed equatorial coordinates, respectively right ascension and declination. Ӻ
is the reconstructed energy and � the zenith as deined in igureα5.3. � and ℬ are the likelihood
functions of an event1 in the signal and background hypotheses respectively.
hey are deined as �(ᅫ�� ᅮ�� Ӻ�) = ��(ᅫ�� ᅮ�) · ℰ�(Ӻ�� ᅮ�� ᅫ�)� ⁸6.2⁹ℬ(ᅮ�� Ӻ�� ��) = ��(ᅮ�) · ℰ�(Ӻ�� ��). ⁸6.3⁹� and ℰ being respectively the spatial ⁸angular⁹ and energy probability density functions ⁸pdfs⁹.�� , represented in igureα6.1, depends on equatorial coordinates when igureα6.2 illustrates thebackground pdf, ��, which depends only on declination. Indeed, background is expected tobe lat in azimuth due to the Earth rotation. As the energy spectrum of the model is position
dependent, ℰ� depends on the position in the sky as represented in igureα6.3. ℰ� is shownin igureα6.4, it accounts for the dependence of energy reconstruction on the zenith angle. he
distributions used for the signal come from Monte Carlo simulations while background distri-
butions are taken from blinded data when possible. he blinding is done by randomizing the
azimuth of the events using a lat hypothesis. his is a conservative approach as the signal is
mixed with the background which is consequently overestimated. hese probability density
functions are described in more details in sectionα6.2.
6.1.1 ctst btatistir
From now on, the likelihood to have some signal in data is estimated by ℒ���. To beter dis-tinguish signal and background only hypotheses it should be weighted against the likelihood to
have only background. he test statistic � is built as the well known log-likelihood ratio on this
purpose � = ln(ℒ���ℒ� ) � ⁸6.4⁹
where ℒ� = ℒ��� (ԝ� = �) is the likelihood to have only background. he use of loga-rithm simpliies the computations by changing products into sums.
1he likelihood function of an event ⁸� and ℬ⁹ should not get mixed up with the likelihood function of the full
data set ⁸ℒ���⁹.
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(a) Shower events. (b) Track events.
Figurt 6.1 – bignal probability stnsity uunrtion ou tht rtronstrurtts position ou tht tvtnts in
equatorial coordinates. It corresponds to�� in the likelihood.
(a) Shower events. (b) Track events.
Figurt 6.2 – Bakgrouns probability stnsity uunrtion ou tht sint ou tht rtronstrurtts strlination
from data and Monte Carlo. Red and blue curves are two diferent spline parametrizations of data,
a combination of both is used as ��. Peaks in these distributions are due to low statistics of theremaining atmospheric muon events that have a large weight compared to neutrinos.
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(a) Showers, declination vs. energy. (b) Tracks, declination vs. energy.
(r) Showers, energy vs. right ascension. (s) Tracks, energy vs. right ascension.
Figurt 6.3 – bignal probability stnsity uunrtion ou tht logarithm ou tht rtronstrurtts tntrgy vtr-
sus strlination (ltt) ans right asrtnsion (right) for showers ⁸up⁹ and tracks ⁸down⁹. It corresponds
to ℰ� in the likelihood.
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(a) Shower events. (b) Track events.
Figurt 6.4 – Bakgrouns probability stnsity uunrtion ou tht tntrgy tstimator vtrsus rtron-
strurtts ztnith from Monte Carlo simulations. It corresponds to ℰ� in the likelihood.
6.1.2 bignal Fit
At this point, the number of signal events ԝ� is missing to compute the likelihood ratio2. It isited by geting the value which is the most likely, i.e. the positive value that maximizes the
likelihood.
his maximization has been done in a diferent manner for the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ standalone and
combined analyses.
Anࡆ࠳ࡄeࡅ btansalont Analysis
In the standalone analysis, ԝ� is ited for showers and for tracks separately, then the likelihoodratio of both data sets are added. he maximization is done using the TMinuit algorithm within
the ROOT frameworkα[98]. It can be expressed as�ANT = ∑
samples
{max�� (ln(ℒ���(ԝ�)ℒ� ))} . ⁸6.5⁹
Combints Analysis
In the combined analysis, to get beter results, the log-likelihood ratios of each data sets are irst
summed as illustrated in igureα6.5 and a unique lux is ited for the whole data aterwards. It
can be expressed as �Comb = maxΦ� ( ∑samples{ln(ℒ���(Φ�)ℒ� )}) . ⁸6.6⁹
2Let me stress that it is the it of ԝ� that allows to compute the likelihood ratio and not the contrary. � is theinteresting variable on which is based the analysis, not ԝ� .
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(a) Shower events. (b) Track events.
Figurt 6.6 – bignal sistribution ou tht tntrgy tstimator integrated over the whole sky.
6.2 Inputs ou tht Liktlihoos
In this section the ingredients used to build the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ likelihood function are described.
Every quantity corresponds to reconstructed events.
bignal Angular Probability Dtnsity Funrtion�� ⁸igureα6.1⁹ is the angular distribution of the reconstructed Monte Carlo signal events inequatorial coordinates.
bignal Entrgy Probability Dtnsity Funrtionℰ� is the Monte Carlo distribution of logarithm of the energy estimator as a function of equa-torial coordinates. he track and shower energy estimators are described in sectionα2.6.
To avoid a large statistical uncertainty from the use of a three dimensional histogram, we
project it into two bi-dimensional histograms, marginalizing right ascension in one case ⁸ig-
uresα6.3a andα6.3b⁹ and declination in the other one ⁸6.3c andα6.3d⁹. hen we extract a slice
in the angle of each histogram, this slice is renormalized to get the energy pdf at a certain
right ascension on one side and at a certain declination on the other side. hen, the pdfs
are combined by taking the square root of the product of these two energy pdfs to obtainℰ� = √pdfᇂ(Ӻ�) × pdfᆿ(Ӻ�).
he distribution of the energy estimator integrated over right ascension and declination is
represented in igureα6.6. One can see that the reconstructed energy is higher in average for
showers than for tracks as can be seen in igureα7.4b.
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Bakgrouns Angular Probability Dtnsity Funrtion�� is taken from the data distribution of the sine of the declination.Systematic uncertainties on the acceptance of Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ optical modulesα[99] can afect this
distribution. To account for them, �� is a combination of two spline parametrizations of the⁸same⁹ data distribution, ℛ(ᅮ) and ℬ(ᅮ) in red and blue respectively in igureα6.2.
he diference between both parametrizations is only the binning which is iner for ℛ.
he combination is done by�� = ℛ(ᅮ) � ԡᇂ · (ℬ(ᅮ) − ℛ(ᅮ))� ⁸6.9⁹
with ԡᇂ a random number drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 1 and a standarddeviation of 15 ⁵. he standard deviation coming from the uncertainty on the efective area of
the detector due to the uncertainty on the optical modules acceptance. If the value of ԡᇂ gives�� � �.� · ℛ(ᅮ), we use�� = ℛ(ᅮ).
Bakgrouns Entrgy Probability Dtnsity Funrtionℰ� depends on the zenith as the estimated energy also does as can be seen in igureα6.7. But thenumber of events in data is too small to avoid statistical uncertainties on a bi-dimensional distri-
bution, so Monte Carlo simulations are used instead provided they show reasonable agreement.
However, the high weight of the remaining Monte Carlo muon events ⁸due to the large CPU
time consumption of these events as explained in sectionα2.5.1⁹ results in peaks in the distribu-
tion shown in igureα6.7. he muons represent around 35 ⁵ of the events in the shower Monte
Carlo sample and around 10 ⁵ for tracks. To correct for this, the muon distribution is estimated
by relaxing the quality cuts in order to extrapolate the obtained distributions. A marginalization
is also used for showers as explained in the following.
Estimation ou tht muon sistribution uor traks. he muon distribution in ⁸E, θ⁹ with a
value of ΛTr relaxed to -5.5 can be seen in igureα6.8a. In igureα6.8b, it is smoothed and rescaledto the number of expected muons in the Monte Carlo track sample. his is added to the neutrino
only distribution to obtain ℰTr� that can be seen in igureα6.4b.
Estimation ou tht muon sistribution uor showtrs. For showers the idea is basically the
same, the ᅬSh and ℒDusj cuts are suppressed to obtain the distribution shown in igureα6.9. Butthe number of events is still too low, so this distribution is projected along the zenith on one
side and along the energy estimator on the other side. he projections are smoothed. hen a bi-
dimensional distributionwhere each bin contains the product of the two projections is produced.
he projections and the inal distribution can be seen in igureα6.10.
hen, this distribution is rescaled to the number of muons selected in the Monte Carlo
shower sample and added to the neutrino-only distribution to obtain ℰTr� that can be seen inigureα6.4a.
At this level, the test statistic � gives an estimation of the signalness of the full data set. But
without any point of comparison this value is hard to interpret quantitatively. Here come the
pseudo-experiments.
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(a) Shower events. (b) Track events.
Figurt 6.7 – Bakgrouns sistributions ou tht tntrgy tstimator vtrsus rtronstrurtts ztnith from
Monte Carlo simulations. Peaks in these distributions are due to low statistics of the remaining
atmospheric muon events that have a large weight compared to neutrinos. (a) Shower-like events,
(b) Track-like events.
(a) (b) Ater smoothing and rescaling
Figurt 6.8 – Distribution ou tht numbtr ou atmosphtrir muon tvtnts stltrtts as trak-likt tvtnts
with smoother cuts as a function of the energy estimator and reconstructed zenith fromMonte Carlo.
(b) being smoothed and rescaled.
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Figurt 6.9 – Distribution ou tht numbtr ou atmo-
sphtrir muons stltrtts as showtrswith smoother
cuts as a function of the energy estimator and the
reconstructed zenith from Monte Carlo.
6.3 Pstuso-txptrimtnts
To evaluate the probability that our data contain or not some signal, a large quantity of inde-
pendent replications of the same experiment is required. herefore, pseudo-experiments are
simulated by generating pseudo-data from the data and Monte Carlo distributions of the vari-
ables used in the analysis. For the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ standalone analysis, 100 000 pseudo-experiments are
produced in the background-only case, and 10 000 for numbers of signal events injected between
1 and 55. For the combined analysis, 10 000 pseudo-experiments are produced for 0 to 75αsignal
events injected. hese quantities are chosen as a trade-of between CPU-time consumption and
necessary statistics to put upper limits at a 3σ level or claim a discovery.
bignal Injtrtion
Signal events are injected by drawing a value of the energy estimator from ℰ� ⁸igureα6.3⁹. heposition is drawn from the same distribution as �� ⁸igureα6.1⁹ with a binning twice iner inboth axes as the signal injection is not as CPU-time consuming as the likelihood computation
due to the low number of signal events injected. hen, it is converted into local coordinates by
drawing a random time between 2007 and 2016 giving an upward-going event3.
he ratio of showers over tracks injected is chosen by drawing a random number in [0, 1]
for each signal event, if this number is larger than the fraction of showers in the Monte Carlo
signal, this event is a track, else it is a shower. his method is equivalent to draw the number of
tracks or showers from a Poisson distribution.
Bakgrouns Injtrtion
he number of background events is drawn from a Poissonian distribution with a mean value
being the number of events in data. he energy estimator is drawn from ℰ� ⁸igureα6.4⁹. Zenith
3he analysis being integrated in time, it is not needed to account for annual variations of the acceptance of the
detector.
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Figurt 6.10 – Final sistribution ou tht numbtr ou atmosphtrir muons stltrtts as showtrs with
smoother cuts. Plots in red are the smoothed x and y projections of igureα6.9. Each bin of the two
dimension histogram corresponds to the product of the corresponding bins of the projections. his
distribution is normalized to the number of atmospheric muon events selected as shower-like events
in Monte Carlo. his histogram is used as the distribution of the atmospheric muons selected as
shower-like events.
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and azimuth angles are drawn accounting for systematics as described inα6.2 using the same
value of ԡᇂ. Data and Monte Carlo distributions with the splines are represented in igureα6.11.
6.4 Hypothtsis atjtrtion
For each pseudo-experiment the test statistic � is computed to obtain its distributions �Φ foreach value of the injected signal lux, as represented in igureα6.12. he peak at � = � is due
to pseudo-experiments with an under-luctuation that it 0αsignal events which is the minimum
value allowed by the it.
he pseudo-experiments provide the values of the test statistic corresponding to a number
of injected signal events ��inj . To get the distribution �Φ corresponding to an injected lux Φ,diferent methods are used in the two analyses.
In tht rombints analysis, �Φ is built by drawing ��inj from a mixture of pseudo-experimentshaving ԝinj injected signal events with ԝinj ∈ [�� 75]. he proportion ԟ of pseudo-experimentswith ԝinj injected events isԟ(ԝinj) = �=75∑�=0 Gauss(ԝ� ԝexpect� �15 %) × Poiss(ԝinj� ԝ). ⁸6.10⁹
he Gaussian accounts for the systematic uncertainty of 15 ⁵ on the efective area due to the un-
certainty on the optical modules acceptance. he parameter ԝexpect is the mean number of signalevents expected for a lux Φ. he Poissonian distribution accounts for statistical luctuations.
In tht Anࡆ࠳ࡄeࡅ stansalont analysis, the idea is the same except that the distributions ��injof ��inj with ԝinj in [1, 55] are irst computed. hen �Φ results of weighted sums of ��inj withweights ԟ(ԝinj).
he sensitivity can be computed from the �Φ distributions and comparing the value of thetest statistic of the data �data to �Φ allows to compute the ԟ-value and the upper limit at 90 ⁵conidence level.
he ԟ-value is deined as the probability to have a value of � higher than �data in thebackground-only hypothesis. It is the blue area in igureα6.13, which is a zoom of igureα6.12. To
simplify, one could say that the ԟ-value is the backgroundness of the data. A low ԟ-value means
a low probability that the data set contains only background as a consequence it implies a high
signiicance of signal, it is used to claim a discovery.
he upper limit is deined as the smallest lux having a probability smaller than 10 ⁵ to yield
to a test statistic value lower than �data as represented in green ⁸resp.αred⁹ in igureα6.13 forΦKRAᇁ5 ⁸resp.α� × ΦKRAᇁ5⁹. In other words, it is the smallest lux that can be excluded with a90 ⁵ conidence level.
In the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ standalone analysis ⁸resp.αcombined analysis⁹ the sensitivity is deined as the
average ⁸resp.αmedian⁹ upper limit obtained in the background-only case, i.e. obtained from the
values of �Φ=0. Average and median upper limits are diferent as the test statistic is required
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(a) Showers, cosine of zenith. (b) Tracks, cosine of zenith.
(r) Showers, azimuth. (s) Tracks, azimuth.
Figurt 6.11 – Bakgrouns sistribution ou tht rosint ou tht rtronstrurtts ztnith (top) ans rtron-
strurtts azimuth (bottom) from data and Monte Carlo. Red and blue curves are two diferent spline
parametrizations of the data, a combination of both is used to get the coordinates of injected back-
ground events. Ltt: Shower-like events, peaks in the Monte Carlo are due to atmospheric muons
which have a large weight compared to neutrinos, right: Track-like events.
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Chapter 7
Results
his chapter presents the unblinding process as well as the sensitivity and results of the two
analyses. he physical implications are also detailed.
7.1 Unblinsing
During the conception of the analysis, data are blinded by randomizing azimuth in order to
hide a potential signal as explained in sectionα6.1. he purpose of the blinding is to avoid any
inluence of the data set on the choice of the event selection or the way the analysis is done.
If any modiication is done ater the unblinding because of the results obtained, it biases theԟ-value.
Once the analysis method and the values of the quality cuts are deined and have been ap-
proved by the collaboration, it is time to unblind data to get the results. hese results are pro-
duced for 5 000 diferent parametrizations of the spatial background distribution used in the
likelihood. Indeed, as the spatial distribution of background is luctuated in pseudo-experim-
ents as explained in sectionα6.2 to account for the systematic uncertainty, the same should be
done for the unblinded data. However, in the pseudo-experiments, the systematic efects in-
jected are known which is not the case here. he two analyses solve this problem in diferent
ways, the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ standalone analysis uses an average value when in the Combined analysis
the systematic efects are ited. It is developed in the following paragraphs.
7.1.1 Anࡆ࠳ࡄeࡅ btansalont Analysis
In the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ standalone analysis, the test statistic is ited for each parametrization of the
background of the unblinded data, the distribution is shown in igureα7.1. hen, the average of
these test statistics is used as the unblinded test statistic, ⟨�ANTdata ⟩ = �.65. he number of itedtracks and showers are obtained in the same way, ⟨ԝTr⟩ = � · ��−3 ≈ � and ⟨ԝSh⟩ = �.9.
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(a) Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ showers.
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(b) Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ tracks.
Figurt 7.2 – Log-liktlihoos ratio rurvts as a uunrtion ou tht normalization ou tht lux uor siu-
utrtnt bakgrouns paramttrizations. he curve corresponding to the ited systematic efects is
represented by triangles.
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Figurt 7.3 – btnsitivitits ou tht rombints analysis for each sample, each experiment, and the total.
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cablt 7.1 – btnsitivity, txptrtts lux ans rtsults of the combined, Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ aloneα[102] and I३५Cॻ२५
aloneα[97] analyses on the KRA͢ model with the 5 and 50 PeV cutofs. he Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ alone sensitivity
is deined as the average upper limit, the I३५Cॻ२५ and combined ones are deined as themedian upper
limit. For the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ standalone analysis the expected luxes are given in a number of tracks ⁸Tr⁹
and showers ⁸Sh⁹.
Energy Analysis Sensitivity Expected lux Fited lux ԟ-value Upper limitcutof [ΦKRAᇁ ] [ΦKRAᇁ ]
5 PeV Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ 140 ⁵ 9.3αTr, 2.3αSh 0 ⁵ Tr, 83 ⁵ Sh 67 ⁵ 110 ⁵Combined 81 ⁵ ΦKRAᇁ5 47 ⁵ 29 ⁵ 119 ⁵
50 PeV
Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ 105 ⁵ 11αTr, 2.8αSh 0 ⁵ Tr, 93 ⁵ Sh 54 ⁵ 120 ⁵
I३५Cॻ२५ 79 ⁵ 213αTracks 46 ⁵ 29 ⁵ 120 ⁵
Combined 57 ⁵ ΦKRAᇁ50 37 ⁵ 26 ⁵ 90 ⁵
luxα[100]. In any case, as shown in the following section, only upper limits are put here so this
is not an issue.
7.3 atsults
he sensitivities and results obtained for both analyses as well as the I३५Cॻ२५ standalone analy-
sisα[97] are summarized in Tableα7.1. Systematic uncertainties on the acceptance of the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ
optical modules are included in the analysis as explained in sectionα6.2. For what concerns I३५-
Cॻ२५, systematic efects lead to an uncertainty on the luxes of 11 ⁵ as described inα[101], it is
not included here.
Some signal is ited in the shower channel of the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ standalone analysis but not in
the track channel. his could be an under-luctuation in the track channel coupled to the bias
that you can see in igureα6.15b when the signal is weak ⁸�.�5 × ΦKRAᇁ5⁹. As said earlier, thisbias being present in the pseudo-experiments, it is taken into account in the upper limit.
Although the ited number of shower is close to the expected lux, the ԟ-value is still very
background-like as most of the sensitivity comes from tracks. Nevertheless, the lower propor-
tion of showers ited for the KRA͢܆ model improves the upper limit in comparison with the
KRA͢܆⁰ model, leading to �.� × ΦKRAᇁ5 .he I३५Cॻ२५ standalone analysis did not test the KRA͢܆model. heir sensitivity on the other
model, KRA͢܆⁰, is beter than the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ one but the limit is the same. his can be explained
by the high number of events they ited. Indeed, Tableα7.1 shows that I३५Cॻ२५ analysis has a
p-value nearly twice lower than Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ.
he combination leads to much beter sensitivities. he upper limit is under the lux nor-
malization for the KRA͢܆⁰ model which is rejected with a 92 ⁵ conidence level. As explained in
chapterα4, the 50 PeV cutof represents an extreme tuning of the acceleration parameters for the
Galactic cosmic rays, so the rejection of this version of the model might not be surprising.
On the other hand, the KRA͢܆ model is not rejected and the combined upper limit obtained is
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actually worse than the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ alone upper limit. his is partly due to the over-luctuation in
I३५Cॻ२५ data, but also because of the diference in the deinition of the test statistic explained in
sectionα6.1.2. Indeed, the upper limit worsens1 when changing only the combined test statistic�Comb to �ANT in the implementation of the analysis for the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ samples. his is because�Comb uses the information of the shape of each curve and not only the maximum as does�ANT.In the speciic case of a null lux ited in one of the two samples ⁸tracks here⁹, it can give distinct
results depending on the slope of the curve of the null-lux sample. If the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ tracks curve
of the igureα6.5 was decreasing faster, �Comb would be lower while it would not inluence �ANTif the maximum of the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ track sample was zero ⁸which is the case for the nine years
sampleα[102]⁹.
he upper limits are presented in igureα11.2 in comparison with the model predictions. he
previous Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ upper limit on the KRA͢܆ model is also shown as well as the I३५Cॻ२५ up-
per limit on KRA͢܆⁰. he boxes represent the isotropic difuse astrophysical neutrino luxes
measured by I३५Cॻ२५ with starting eventsα[35] and upward-going tracksα[32]. he I३५Cॻ२५
data combining diferent samples from the whole sky are shown simultaneously with the cor-
responding it and the it of the eight year muon sample from the Northern sky.
Considering that KRA͢܆⁰ is excluded, the KRA͢܆ model gives a more intense difuse Galactic
neutrino lux than all other available models. In particular, the lux in the central ridge where
a hardening of the cosmic rays is reproduced is the most intense. As a consequence, the limits
presented here further constrain the possible contribution of the Galactic difuse emission to
the I३५Cॻ२५ spectral anomalyα[32] ⁸see sectionα1.6⁹. In the six-year HESE sample2, 47.0αevents
are expected to be of cosmic origin above 60 TeVα[103]. he combined analysis implies that a
maximum of 4.5 events originate from difuse Galactic cosmic ray interactions. It corresponds
to 9.6 ⁵ of the total HESE lux. his limit is more restrictive than the one previously derived
byα[27, 91].
With the rejection of the KRA͢܆⁰ version of the model, its constraints are extended in an
energy range from tens of GeV with the Fermi-LAT data up to hundreds of TeV. his is the irst
combined constraint on difuse Galactic neutrino emission by I३५Cॻ२५ and Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ. While it is
challenging to infer the energy break betweenGalactic and Extragalactic cosmic ray spectrawith
the gamma-ray observations, crucial informations can be expected with the incoming neutrino
analyses including the I३५Cॻ२५ shower events or, on a longer time-scale, with KM3NeT.
1But the sensitivity does not change signiicantly.
2HESE stands for High-Energy Starting Events, this sample corresponds to high-energy events whose interac-
tion vertex is contained inside of the detector in order to reject at most the background. his sample is sensitive to
the whole sky.
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Chapter 8
Gravitational Waves and Binary Neutron
Stars
his chapter gives the necessary background needed for the understanding of the neutrino
follow-up analysis of the binary neutron star merger GW170817, its goal and its impact. It
describes what is a binary neutron star, the potential high-energy neutrino emission expected
from a binary neutron star coalescence and introduces gravitational waves and gravitational
wave detectors.
8.1 Binary Ntutron btars
It is in 1934, only two years ater the discovery of the neutron by James Chadwickα[104] that
Walter Baade and Fritz Zwickyα[105] proposed the existence of the neutron stars resulting from a
supernova. It is Jocelyn Bell and Antony Hewishα[106] who observed for the irst time a neutron
star in the form of a pulsar in 1967.
A neutron star results from the evolution of a heavy star. As illustrated in igureα8.1, a star
heavier than 10 �Sun becomes a red supergiant when nuclear fusion occurring in its core pro-duces heavier elements up to iron and nickel. When the iron core reaches the Chandrasekhar
mass, it starts collapsing. his step marks the beginning of a so-called core-collapse supernova
which results in a neutron star if the degeneracy pressure of the neutrons balances the grav-
itational forces depending on the mass and the equation of state. If the mass is too high and
consequently the gravitational force too strong, it results in a black hole. A complete review on
core-collapse supernova can be found inα[107].
Neutron stars are the smallest and densest known stars, a teaspoon of its material would
contain 900 times the mass of the Great Pyramid of Giza which is of about six million tons.
heir core is composed of neutrons and protons and potentially an inner core of a quark
gluon plasma as shown in igureα8.2. he core is covered by a solid crust above which exist both
an ocean and atmosphere of much less dense materialα[108].
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Figurt 8.1 – bttllar tvolution depending on the star mass.
Figurt 8.2 – Cross strtion ou a ntutron star. he parameter ρ₀ represents the saturation density of
nuclear mater. Schematic by Robert Schulze, distributed under a a CC-BY 3.0 license.
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Figurt 8.3 – Evolution ou a binary ntutron star roaltsrtnrt. he total mass of the binary ⁸�binary⁹and the diference between the two masses ⁸�NS1 and�NS2⁹ determine the evolution of the system.�NS, max is the Tolman–Oppenheimer–Volkof limit on the mass above which a cold, non-rotatingneutron star collapses into a black hole. Adapted fromα[113].
Neutron stars can sometimes be coupled to form a binary system. he formation of these
systems is still under study but it could result from the evolution of a pair of massive starsα[109].
We are interested in the coalescence of these binary systems, here.
he evolution of a binary neutron star coalescence is illustrated in igureα8.3. Depending on
the total mass of the binary system and the equation of state of ultradense mater, it can collapse
into a black hole. If both neutron stars have diferent masses the black hole is surrounded by
an accretion disk. If the total mass is lower than or close to a characteristic mass, it can remain
an indeinitely stable or long-lived neutron star. his mass is called the Tolman-Oppenheimer-
Volkof limitα[110, 111] and it corresponds to 1.5–3.0 �Sun with�Sun the mass of the sun.Such neutron star rotates very fast with an extremely powerful magnetic ield that can be due
to a magnetohydrodynamic dynamo process or other processesα[112]. It is called a magnetar.
High-energy neutrino emissions can result from this coalescence as developed in the follow-
ing sections.
8.2 Ntutrino Emission urom Binary Ntutron btar Mtrgtrs
8.2.1 Prompt ans Exttnsts Emissions: Within Hunsrtss ou btronss
During the coalescence of two neutron stars or a black hole and a neutron star, part of the
mater composing the neutron stars is ejected. Neutrino emissions can be expected from this
mechanism as explained in the following, it will be qualiied as prompt emission. he neutrino
emission can even occur from the inside of the object before any electromagnetic emission. In
contrast, we will call extended emission an emission on a longer time-scale of few hundreds of
seconds. his extended emission is supposedly due to the luctuations of the outlow caused by
the fall-back of the ejecta on the central engine, this results in a lower Lorentz factorα[114].
Inmore details, the high spin of the central engine induces very strong electromagnetic ields
that collimate the ejected mater into a bipolar relativistic jet as can be seen in igureα8.4α[115].
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his outlow of mater and energy is unsteady and causes internal shocks in the jet. Indeed,
the mater ejected with a high Lorentz factor encounters layers of mater ejected earlier with a
lower Lorentz factor, the relative motion of these two layers leads to a relativistic shock front.
As a consequence,α[114] propose that electrons and protons of the jet experience Fermi
acceleration and that ͢-rays are emited through synchrotron or inverse-Compton radiations
generating a ͢-ray burst. In the mean time, accelerated protons interact with photons or non-
relativistic protons to produce charged pions and kaons which decay into muons and neutrinos.
he resulting muons decay also, into neutrinos and electrons:ԟ � ԟ/ᅭ → �0 � �� � �− � …↓ ↓ ↓ᅭ � ᅭ �� � �� �− � ̄��↓ ↓Ԕ� � �ր � ̄�� Ԕ− � ̄�ր � ��
More details are given in sectionα1.4. As a consequence, two muon neutrinos are produced for
one electron neutrino. However, we can assume equal luence at Earth in all lavour because of
neutrino lavour oscillation as explained in sectionα4.3.2.
he high-energy neutrino lux resulting from these processes has been computed inα[114].
hey described the photon density in the jet by a broken power-law function. For cosmic rays,
the canonical E܌l power-law spectrum has been used. hen, the spectrum of neutrinos pro-
duced through the proton-proton or proton-gamma interactions described above is computed.
Previous short ͢-ray bursts observations are used to estimate typical values of the physical quan-
tities like the magnetic ield or the isotropic equivalent luminosity for each emission process.
Figureα8.5 represents the resulting prompt and extended neutrino emission expected. he ex-
tended emission is the largest because its lower Lorentz factor results in interactions closer to the
central engine where the photon density is larger, therefore the meson production eiciency is
higherα[116]. Two versions of the extended emissions are modelled with diferent assumptions
on the parameter values, an optimistic and a moderate version.
A conservative time window in which the prompt neutrino emission from a typical ͢-ray
burst is expected has been estimated inα[117]. his time window is of [- 350 s, ⁻ 150 s] around the
burst, considering possible a prompt emission since the central engine is active until the end of
the ͢-ray burst. his window has been extended to k 500 s in order to account for the extended
emission and to be more conservative. It has been used in most of the previous searches for
neutrino counterparts from gravitational wave events. A time window of k 1 h looking for even
more extended emissions has been used as well.
8.2.2 Latt Emission: Attr Days
It has been predicted inα[112] that a high-energy neutrino emission, peaking days ater the
merger can be expected if a long-lived millisecond magnetar results from the merger.
Depending on the signal to noise ratio, gravitational wave informations could probe the
presence of such a magnetar for tenths of seconds following the merger. However gravitational
wave data would not inform us on a potential collapse of the remnant into a black hole while
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Figurt 8.4 – bnapshots ou tht rtst-mass stn-
sity at stltrtts timts ou a binary ntutron
star mtrgtr. he green arrows in the botom
panel indicate plasma velocity and the white lin-
es show the �-ield structure. he colorscale
represents the density ⁸in log scale⁹ normalized
to its initial maximum value of 5.9 · ��14 ×(�.6�5�Sun/�NS)2  g cm܌m. he time and distancefor each snapshot is expressed in natural unit of� = �.47·��−2×(�NS/�.6�5�Sun) ms = 4.4�×(�NS/�.6�5�Sun) km. More details can be foundinα[115].
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Figurt 8.5 –Ntutrino lutnrts urom txttnsts tmission (EE) for themoderate and optimistic models
as well as prompt emission from a short ͢-ray burst seen on-axis at a distance of 300 Mpc. Adapted
fromα[114].
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Figurt 8.6 – Ntutrino lutnrt urom a stablt millistrons magnttar on time-scales from an hour to a
year. he iducial magnetar model assumes an initial spin period of 1 ms, a surface dipole magnetic
ield of 10s܅ G, an ejecta mass of 0.01 �Sun and a source distance of 10 Mpc. Adapted fromα[112].
a neutrino detection with a characteristic light curve would give evidence of the presence of a
long-lived neutron star remnantα[112]. X-rays could also point out the presence of a magnetar.
he mater ejected by the magnetar takes the form of a powerful magnetized wind thanks to
the strong electromagnetic ields powered by the enormous rotational energy of the magnetar.
In the hours to days following the coalescence, these relativistic winds inlate a magnetized neb-
ula in which particles can be accelerated to ultra-high energies. hree processes are considered:
the surf-riding of a particle on the magnetized wind, the magnetic reconnection process in the
equatorial layer and later the Fermi acceleration at the termination shock.
At early times, synchrotron cooling of the protons is very important because of the strong
magnetic ields, it suppresses neutrino production. It is ater roughly a day that high-energy
neutrinos are produced eiciently as ԟᅭ interactions with thermal photons comes to dominate
in the nebula. he emission peaks ∼4αdays ater the merger with an energy of ∼10s܉ eV. Ater a
week or so, cosmic rays escape the source without secondary production as the thermal photon
density decreases suiciently. For this reason, we searched for late neutrino emissions in a
time-window of 14αdays following the merger. he predicted neutrino luence can be seen in
igureα8.6 for diferent time windows ater the merger.
hese prompt, extended and late neutrino emissions have been searched for by Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ,
I३५Cॻ२५ and the Pierre Auger Observatory for the GW170817 event presented in chapterα9.
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8.3 Gravitational Wavts
Gravitational waves are a prediction of the General Relativity theory published by Einstein in
1915α[118]. General Relativity describes gravity as a geometric property of spacetime with Ein-
stein’s equation Ӽ�� = −8�ӼԒ4 ���� ⁸8.1⁹Ӽ�� being the Einstein tensor which describes the geometry of spacetime. It is determined bythe mater-energy distribution described by the stress-energy tensor ��� . he row and columnindices � and � are running from 0 to 3. he parameterӼ is the universal gravitational constant
and Ԓ the light velocity in vacuum.
As an analogywith electromagnetic emissions of accelerating dipole, gravitational waves are
emited when the mass-energy quadrupole moment of a system is accelerating. For instance,
a system formed of two close and large masses orbiting each other around a barycentre ⁸e.g. a
binary system of neutron stars or black holes⁹ is an efective gravitational wave emiter. On the
contrary, the rotation of a spherically symmetric system does not emit gravitational waves as
its quadrupole moment is constant.
In the hypothesis of a small perturbation, which is valid for Gravitational waves, Einstein’s
equation can be linearised as ��� = ��� � ℎ��� ⁸8.2⁹
with ||ℎ��|| ≪ � being the gravitational wave amplitude and ��� the lat space Minkowskimetric.
One can show that the general solution is a superposition of monochromatic plane waves.
For a gravitational wave propagating along the � axis, it can be writen as
ℎ�� = ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
� � � �� ℎ� ℎ× �� ℎ× −ℎ� �� � � �⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠Ԕ�(k·x)� ⁸8.3⁹
x being the four-vector position and k the four-wavevector. he parameters ℎ� and ℎ× arethe so-called plus and cross polarizations whose efect on free-falling masses is represented in
igureα8.7. his spacetime distortion, ampliied in the igure, is of the order of 10܌ls which is
equivalent to a distortion of the size of a hair width on the distance between Earth and Alpha
Centauri.
he ⁸rarely shown⁹ combination of both polarizations in the case of the coalescence of a
binary black hole is represented on Figureα8.8.
8.3.1 Gravitational Wavt Dtttrtors
he two advanced LIGO ⁸aLIGO⁹ interferometers were the irst to detect a gravitational wave
signal in September 2015α[18] and it is in collaborationwith the advancedVirgo ⁸aVirgo⁹ detector
that the irst binary neutron star merger has been detectedα[19] along with its electromagnetic
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counterpartα[20, 21]. hese two detectors operate on the same principle of gravitational wave
detection by interferometry which is described below.
he relative spacetime deformation along any two orthogonal directions is opposite at all
times. his diferential efect is exploited by gravitational wave detectors by comparing the
length of the two arms of the detector with a Michelson interferometerα[120] as illustrated in
igureα8.9. he light of the laser beam is split between the two arms of the detector. When a
gravitational wave crosses the detector, the length of one arm is shortened while the length of
the other is elongated. his will result in a change of the phase of the light at the recombination
point and the destructive interferences will become constructive.
his is a simpliied picture, the detectors being much more complex in order to stabilize the
laser and to improve the sensitivity of the interferometerα[121, 122]. In particular Fabry-Perot
resonant cavities are used in order to increase the efective length of the arms, the light being
relected few hundreds of times in an arm on average.
An example of signal from a binary merger is shown on igureα8.10 corresponding to the irst
detected event, so-called GW150914. One can see that the amplitude and frequency of the signal
increases with time when the distance between the two objects decreases and their angular
velocity increases. hen the amplitude starts to decrease when both objects collide.
In order to extract the signal from the data, templates with the shape of expected signals
are computed. hen, correlations between templates and data are looked for, this process is
calledmatched-iltering. he template having best correlation with data is shown on the second
row of igureα8.10 with the residual luctuations ater subtracting the template on the third row.
Model-independent algorithms are also used.
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(a) Default coniguration, destructive interferences
(b) Gravitational wave passes, constructive interferences
Figurt 8.9 – bimpliits srawing ou a gravitational wavt inttrutromtttr. A laser beam is split in
two orthogonal directions by a beam spliter and relected back by two mirrors, they are recombined
by the beam spliter. In the default situation, the recombined beams are interfering destructively ⁸a⁹,
if a gravitational wave passes the interferences are constructive ⁸b⁹.
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Figurt 8.10 – ctmplatt itting ou tht GW150914 signal. First row: Strain signal of the GW150914
gravitational wave event seen by the LIGO Handford and Livingston detectors. Second row: Tem-
plate waveform matching the data. hird row: Residual noise ater subtracting the template wave-
form. Botom row: A time frequency representation of the dataα[18].
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he Binary Neutron Star Merger
On September 14th, 2015, the LIGO Scientiic Collaboration directly observed gravitational
waves for the irst time in historyα[18]. his irst detection as well as the four following detec-
tionsα[123, 124, 125, 126] ⁸and one lower-signiicance candidateα[127]⁹ resulted from the coales-
cence of two black holes. It is only on August 17th, 2017 that occurred the irst direct detection
of a binary neutron star merger, the so-called GW170817 together with the irst detection of
an electromagnetic counterpartα[20]. his short ͢-ray burst surprised the community by being
the closest and dimmest of the short ͢-ray bursts with known distance. his is probably not a
lucky coincidence, but an observation bias. Without the gravitational wave detection, this event
wouldn’t have been followed and localized and consequently its distance wouldn’t have been
known. Among the short ͢-ray bursts with unknown distances, some are probably similar.
his event will be presented in this chapter as I took part to its neutrino follow-up. Its char-
acteristics and particularities with respect to the previous gravitational wave detections will be
developed in a irst section. hen, the chronology of the detection and multi-messenger follow-
ups of GW170817 will be presented and inally its scientiic implications will be summarized in
order to underline the exceptional nature of this event.
9.1 GW170817: Chararttristirs ou tht Gravitational Wavt
Evtnt
he GW170817 gravitational wave event occurred seventeen days ater the advanced Virgo de-
tector joined the data taking and eight days before the end of the run. It was the last conirmed
detection before a one-year break… last but not least!
his event was the irst direct detection of a binary neutron star merger, almost ity years
ater the irst indirect detection by Hulse and Taylorα[128]. As explained in sectionα8.3.1 the
data analysis technique by matched-ilteringα[129] allows to estimate the two masses of initial
objects and the total mass of the system ⁸2.73 to 3.29 stellar masses⁹ as displayed in igureα9.2.
he masses measured are in agreement with masses of known neutron stars, by consequence it
was the hypothesis considered from the beginning, it was then conirmed by the observation of
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Figurt 9.1 – cimt-urtqutnry rtprtstntation ou tht GW170817 signal observed by the aLIGO-
Handford (top), aLIGO-Livingston (misslt) and aVirgo (bottom) detectors. he time is given rel-
ative to August 17th, 2017 12∶41:04 UTC. he amplitude scale in each detector is normalized to the
detector’s noise amplitude spectral density. his igure is taken fromα[19].
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Figurt 9.2 – cwo-simtnsional posttrior sistribution uor tht rompontnt masstsԜ1 ansԜ2 in therest frame of the source for the low-spin ⁸blue⁹ and high-spin ⁸red⁹ scenarios. he coloured contours
enclose 90 ⁵ of the joint probability, its shape is determined by a line of constant total mass. hewidth
of the line representing the uncertainty on the total mass. he marginal distributions are shown on
axes. Dashed lines enclose 90 ⁵ probability away from equal mass of 1.36α�Sun. his igure is takenfromα[19].
electromagnetic counterparts.
However, it is not known if the remnant object is a black hole or a neutron star. Although
igureα9.3 seems to show that the total mass corresponds to the mass of known neutron stars,
this igure doesn’t account for the error bars on the masses. Adding this information doesn’t
allow us to conclude on the nature of the remnant. As seen in sectionα8.2.2, a late neutrino
detection would be a proof of the presence of a long-lived neutron star.
his event is also the loudest gravitational wave signal observedwith a signal to noise ratio of
32.4 and a false alarm rate of one per 8.�·��4  years. his can be surprising as a smaller amplitude
of the signal is expected from the lower masses of neutron stars with respect to black hole
binaries. However this event, localized at a distance of roughly 40 Mpc, was also ten times closer
than any previous localized event and the gravitational wave signal amplitude is proportional to
the inverse of the distance. Moreover, the merging time-scale being proportional to the inverse
of the mass to the power 5, neutron star binary signals are expected to be longer, this was the
case for GW170817 which lasted ∼100 s which is ∼50 times more than the previous longer signal.
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Figurt 9.3 –Mass romparison. Masses of black holes detected through electromagnetic ⁸purple⁹ and
gravitational-wave ⁸blue⁹ observations, neutron stars measured with electromagnetic observations
⁸yellow⁹, and neutron stars that merged in the GW170817 event ⁸orange⁹. he remnant of GW170817
is unclassiied and labelled as a question mark. Credit: LIGO/Frank Elavsky/Northwestern.
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Figurt 9.4 – bky loration ou GW170817 reconstructed by a rapid algorithm from a Hanford-
Livingston ⁸190 degl, light blue contours⁹ and Hanford-Livingston-Virgo ⁸31 degl, dark blue contours⁹
analysis. A higher latency Hanford-Livingston-Virgo analysis improved the localization ⁸28 degl,
green contours⁹. he top right reticle marks the position of the apparent host galaxy NGC 4993. he
botom-right plot shows the a posteriori luminosity distance distribution from the three localization
analyses. he distance of NGC 4993 is shown with a vertical line. his igure is taken fromα[19].
hanks to the short distance of this event, it felt inside of the horizon of the three detectors
including aVirgo whose horizon is at 52 Mpc for binary neutron stars. Unfortunately due to the
orientation of aVirgo, GW170817 could not be seen by this interferometer as shown in igureα9.1.
Nevertheless, the non-detection helped to reduce the localization uncertainty of the event as can
be seen in igureα9.4. Indeed, the 90 ⁵ credible region of the signal ⁸denoted credible region in the
following⁹ using only aLIGO detectors would have had a size of 190 degl and thanks to aVirgo
it was reduced to 28 deglα[19], the best localization ever achieved with interferometers of that
kind.
But on top of this, GW170817 is above all the irst event of a new era of expansion of the
multi-messenger time-domain astronomy. he diferent detections of this binary neutron star
and its remnant will be developed in the following section.
9.2 Chronology ou tht Follow-up
Direct gravitational wave detections have always been followed by numerous multi-messenger
searches, however none of them has been successful with binary black holes. For this irst bi-
nary neutron star, an electromagnetic signal has been detected before any alert was sent by the
gravitational wave detectors and it has been followed by many moreα[21]. More than 70 ob-
servatories represented on igureα9.5 took part to the multi-messenger follow-up and the paper
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Figurt 9.5 –Map ou tht gravitationalwavt stttrtors (ytllow), light-basts obstrvatorits (blut) ans
ntutrino ttltsropts (rts) that took part to the detection or follow-up of the GW170817 gravitational
wave event.
reporting these has been signed by ∼3 500 scientists.
his section will present the chronology of detection of multi-messenger signals coming
from the binary neutron star merger GW170817. Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ participation in this follow-up will
also be introduced in this chronology. In order to make the reading more pleasant, only the irst
detections of each messenger will be stated, however the author does not grant less scientiic
interest to subsequent detections.
Most of the detections stated below are displayed on igureα9.7 with the corresponding
Gamma-ray Coordinates Network ⁸GCN⁹ notices and circulars. he GCN is the network used
by astronomers and astrophysicists to distribute informations about ͢-ray bursts and transient
events. A notice is an alert sent without any humans-in-the-loop while a circular is a prose-
style message from follow-up observers reporting on their results. he upper part of igureα9.7
represents the real time detections while the lower part represents the informations sent to the
community.
On August 17th, 2017, although the gravitational wave signal happened before, the Fermi
Gamma-ray Burst Monitor ⁸Fermi-GBM⁹ was the irst experiment to send a public alert to the
communityα[130] at 12:41:20 UTC, 14 s ater the detection. he event, shown in igureα9.6, was
seen with a 4.8 σ signiicance and a rough localization of the event with a 3 200 degl credible
region.
In the meantime, the low-latency binary-coalescence search was identifying the grav-
itational wave signal in the aLIGO-Handford data. he detected coalescence inished at
tվ  = 12:41:04 UTC and at this time the Livingston detector was saturated by a glitch, as for aVirgo,its low-latency data transfer was delayed. Nevertheless, a GCN notice has been released 27 min
ater the merger and 13 min later the GCN circular Nt 21505α[131] linked this event with the
͢-ray burst seen by Fermi-GBM at tվ  ⁻ 1.7 s. he atempt to localize the event with one detector
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Figurt 9.6 – Light rurvt ou GaB 170817A measured by Fermi-GBM in the 50 to 300 keV band. he
red band is the background estimate. α[20]
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Figurt 9.7 –cimtlint ou thtmulti-mtsstngtr obstrvations of theGW170817 event ⁸green⁹ aswell as theGamma-rayCoordinates Network
⁸GCN⁹ notices ⁸blue⁹ and circulars ⁸red⁹ sent subsequently in the 18 hr following the event. he Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ GCN circular is represented in
orange.
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Figurt 9.8 – 3′ × 3′ imagts rtntrts on NGC 4993 with North up ans East ltt. Pantl A: Hubble
Space Telescope image from four months before the merger. Pantl B: Swope image of the binary
neutron star remnant denoted as SSS17a on August 17th, 2017 at 23:33 UTC. SSS17a is marked with
the red arrowα[135].
lead to a credible region much broader than the Fermi-GBM one.
It is from these measurements that Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ started a search for a neutrino counterpart
using the online sample of upward-going tracks. At this time the credible region of Fermi-
GBM and aLIGO-aVirgo were partly in the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ ield of view. However, in parallel LIGO
Scientiic Collaboration removed the background from the aLIGO-Livingston detector and Virgo
Collaboration processed their data. With the data of the three interferometers, the credible
region was reduced to 31 deglα[132]. As a consequence, the localization of GW170817 was not
in the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ ield of view any more when the results of the online analysis were sentα[133],
eight hours ater the merger detection. No neutrino event were seen either in a time window
of k 500 s around the coalescence time tվ nor in a more extended time window of k 1 hr. hisanalysis will be developed in sectionα10.1.2.
he optical telescopes strategy was to target galaxies inside of the three-dimensional local-
ization of the event accounting for their stellar mass and star formation rate. he localization
using the three gravitational wave detectors reduced a lot the number of targeted galaxies but
the credible region was not in the ield of view of the terrestrial telescopes before ten hours and
the Chilean night. he spatial telescopes have a narrower ield of view and did not follow this
event before it was well localized. It was the 1 m Swope Telescope that irst detected light at
23:33 UTCα[134] and located the event in the galaxy NGCα4993 as can be seen in igureα9.8. Five
other optical detections followed within an hour.
he Rapid Eye Mount/ROS2 detected the irst near-infrared signal 12.7 hours ater the coa-
lescence followed by ultraviolet detection by the UVOT instrument on-board Swit satellite at
tվ  ⁻ 15.3 hr. hese observations were continuous during the following days and showed an un-usual rapid luminosity decline in UV-blue and brightening of the near-infrared emission. his
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evolution, characteristic of a kilonova, is considered unprecedented by the community for a
transient event in nearby universe and makes this event even more interesting.
At tվ  ⁻ 4αdays, Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ sent the GCN circular Nt 21631α[136] reporting the results of a searchfor downward-going tracks, as the merger was in the downward-going ield of view at �վ. Asdeveloped in sectionα10.2.1, no event spatially correlated with the merger passed the cuts neither
in the k 500 s nor in the k 1 hr time windows.
X-ray and radio observations are very useful to constrain the geometry of the ejecta, energy
output as well as the orientation of the system and the environment of the merger. During the
irst days neither X-ray nor radio emissions had been detected and limits were put. It is only
nine days ater the event that the irst X-ray counterpart was detected by Chandra and seven
days later for the irst radio counterpart with the Jansky Very Large Array.
hesemulti-messenger searches have important physical implications that will be developed
in the following section.
In parallel, Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ started two oline analyses onto which I have contributed by adding
sensitivity to all the neutrino lavour events using the shower sample on a k 500 s time window
around the merger time and ⁻ 14αdays ater the coalescence. hese analyses will be developed
in sectionsα10.2.2 andα10.2.3.
9.3 Physirs Implirations
heGW170817 event, has great implications on astrophysics by its nature and unexpected prop-
erties identiied from the wealth of data collected. Moreover, its nearly coincident detection in
gravitational waves and photons allows to test gravity in many ways as well as to use it as
a standard siren to measure the Hubble constant. Some of the most important results will be
summarized in this section.
Astronomiral Implirations
he most important implication of GW170817 is probably the kilonova detection. A kilonova
is the electromagnetic emission observed hours to days ater the merger as represented in ig-
ureα9.9. his emission results from the heating of the ejecta by radioactive decay of heavy ele-
ments produced by r-process. he r-process ⁸r for rapid⁹ is the main mechanism of synthesis of
atomic nuclei heavier than iron. hese nuclei are not stable, therefore the neutron capture must
be rapid so that the newly formed nucleus does not undergo ͡-decay before another neutron is
captured. By consequence it occurs in neutron-rich environments like mater thrown of from
the merger.
he nucleosynthesis of heavy elements is one of the key question in nuclear astrophysics.
Before this detection the major candidate for nucleosynthesis of heavy elements was core-
collapse supernova, however simulations were not able to produce the heaviest elements. his
measurement shows that the coalescence of a binary neutron star system is a very good can-
didate, the data matching perfectly the models as can be seen in igureα9.9. he astrophysical
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Figurt 9.10 – Ptriosir tablt insirating tht main origin ou tltmtnts uouns on Earth. he elements
with Z > 94 are mainly of human synthesis. Diagram by Cmglee, distributed under a CC-BY 2.0
license.
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Figurt 9.11 – Pottntial jtt ans synamiral tjtrta srtnarios. he blue cones are the jets released by the merger represented by a black point.
he spherical ejecta is represented in orange and the cocoon in red. he black doted region represents the circum-merger environment.
he eye indicates the line of sight of the observer. See the text for the scenario description. Adapted fromα[138].
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scenario allows to explainwell the observations. It is the long-term radio and X-ray observations
that will allow to choose between the chocked and structured jet scenario. More details can be
found inα[138] and references therein.
he GW170817 event can also be used as a standard siren to measure the Hubble
constantα[140] in an new independent way. he luminosity distance obtained from the
gravitational wave data is used with the redshit of the electromagnetic signal to mea-
sure a value of 7�.��12.0−8.0  km s܌s Mpc܌s. It is consistent with existing measurements of 70–73 km s܌s Mpc܌sα[141] although less precise. However the precision of this measurement will
improve to 69�2−4  km s܌s Mpc܌s ater 25 observationsα[142].
Gravitation ctsts
As mentioned earlier, this event allowed also to test some theoretical predictions about grav-
itation. For example, measuring a ͢-ray counterpart only 1.7 s ater the merger, knowing the
distance of the event allows to constrain the diference between the speed of the gravitational
waves and the speed of light to be between −� · ��−15Ԓ and �7 · ��−16Ԓα[143].
he time delay between the two signals can also be used to test the weak equivalence princi-
ple using the Shapiro efect. he weak equivalence principle states that the inertial mass is equal
to the gravitational mass, and the Shapiro efect predicts that the propagation time of massless
particles in curved spacetime increases with respect to lat spacetime. But as the inertial mass
is made up of several types of mass-energy ⁸rest energy, electromagnetic energy…⁹, if one type
contributes to gravitational mass diferently it would violate the weak equivalence principle and
result in a diferent delayα[144].
9.4 Conrlusion
hanks to the collaboration of around 3 500 scientists, this event detection and its follow-up
brought unexpected results as well as conirmations of theoretical predictions. More events of
this type should be detected in the following years to conirm or improve these results.
For some of the next detections, one can hope that events will be detected by the three
improved interferometers whichwould lead to an even beter localization of the event. A shorter
time delay before the irst optical detection can also be expected for events falling in the ield of
view of terrestrial telescopes. Finally, events falling inside of the upward-going ield of view of
the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ and/or I३५Cॻ२५ neutrino telescopes would lead to beter constraints on a potential
neutrino emission and potentially a detection. A neutrino detection would allow a localization
of the event with a typical position uncertainty of ∼1 degl within minutes. his would allow a
beter and earlier multi-messenger follow-up, in particular by the small ield of view telescopes.
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he Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ follow-up of GW170817 has been done in three stages that are described in this
chapter. A irst online analysis has been carried out within a few hours ater the merger using
upward-going tracks. In the mean time the localization of the event has been reined by the
LIGO-Virgo collaborations, with the consequence that the event was inally not in the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ
ield of view. To account for this, a second analysis has been designed using downward-going
tracks which was released within a few days. hese two irst analyses are described briely in
sectionsα10.1.2 andα10.2.1.
A third part of this follow-up with two analyses, to which I included the shower sample for
the irst time in a transient analysis, is described into more details in sectionsα10.2.2 andα10.2.3.
his part describes a search over a short time window using downward-going events and an-
other over a longer one using upward-going events. his third part has been done in parallel
with I३५Cॻ२५ and Pierre Auger collaborations and published together. he I३५Cॻ२५ and Auger
methods will be briely detailed in sectionsα10.3 andα10.4.
he background rejection of these analyses proits from the transient nature of this event
by selecting neutrinos occurring on a certain time window around or ater the event. he local-
ization is also used to eiciently reject the background by selecting events falling close to the
source. hanks to that, the quality cuts can be relaxed except for the search over 14αdays.
10.1 Onlint Follow-up
he online neutrino follow-up is used in a multi-messenger perspective. As most experiments
have a small viewing angle, having a precise localization of the event is fundamental to allow
them to point to the source and collect data during the transient phase. his is the main goal of
the online part of the neutrino follow-up, the detection of a neutrino would reduce the region
of interest to typically one square degree. Moreover, the detection of a source by a neutrino
experiment would be a hint for signiicant cosmic ray acceleration.
But the online data set cannot proit from the precise calibrations which are produced ater-
wards for oline analyses. Consequently, the event reconstruction has been adapted.
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10.1.1 Onlint atronstrurtion Algorithm
he online algorithm relies on a charge calibrationα[145] with a month granularity and no po-
sitioning calibration. It initially aimed at reconstructing signal-like events to send alerts to the
community through the TAToO system ⁸Telescopes and Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ Target of Opportunity⁹. Only
track events are reconstructed online as they provide the best pointing power. It is designed to
be robust and fast in order to process all data in real time. he reconstructed direction of a track
is available within 10 ms.
As it cannot rely on the dynamical positioning alignment, an idealized detector geometry is
used which does not consider the orientation of the storeys and the diference of line shape due
to the sea current.
A fast reconstruction algorithm is used to reject most of the downward-going events. It
merges the hits of the three optical modules of a storey assigning their location to the barycentre
of the storey. hen it minimizes a χl comparingmeasured hit times and positions to the expected
ones from the light induced by a muon Cherenkov track, which is assumed to be a straight line.
Events reconstructed as downward-going are rejected and the ited value of the χl is used as a
quality parameter Ԇ to remove badly reconstructed tracks in general and atmospheric muons
reconstructed as upward-going in particular.
A neutrino purity beter than 90 ⁵ is achieved with a cut in the track it quality of Ԇ � �.4
while keeping 48 ⁵ of the total sample of upward-going neutrinos. Above 10 TeV a median
angular resolution of 0.5° is reachedα[146].
10.1.2 Onlint Analysis
he low-latency search for a neutrino counterpart to GW170817 aimed at providing the
LIGO/Virgo electromagnetic partners with the location of a potential counterpart as fast as pos-
sible. herefore, the selection cuts have not been optimized for this analysis and noMonte Carlo
simulation has been produced. he online upward-going track sample has been used as is.
As explained in section 9.2, initially, the probability map of the gravitational wave event was
computed using the aLIGO Hanford data only and a large part of the 90 ⁵ probability contour
map of the event was in Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ ield of view. herefore, we performed a search for prompt
neutrino emission in a time window of k 500 s around the event time as presented in sectionα8.2.
We looked for any event in Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ ield of view. No events were seen as expected from the
background rate of 10܌l neutrinos over the time window. hen an extended search within k 1 hr
has been performed not giving any coincidence either.
A reined map sent by LIGO/Virgo showed that the event was not in the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ ield of
view as can be seen in igureα10.1. Unfortunately it has been released before the publication
of these Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ results in the GCN Circular Nt 21522α[133] however Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ upward-going
events were still compatible with the Fermi-GBM signal.
he GCN Circular has been sent eight hours ater the event and four hours before the irst
GCN Circular announcing the detection of the optical counterpart to GW170817, hence a neu-
trino detection would have enabled to pinpoint the source location 30 ⁵ earlier. his would have
proited for example to X-ray satellites like Chandra or XMM-Newton that have a very small ield
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Figurt 10.1 – Anࡆ࠳ࡄeࡅ visibility at tht timt ou tht altrt is shown in blue, for upward-going events,
together with the 90 ⁵ ⁸50 ⁵⁹ contour of the probability map of the event in black ⁸red⁹.
of view. An early X-ray observation would have constrained the cocoon or structured jet emis-
sion models described in sectionα9.3.
10.2 Olint Follow-up
In a second phase, once the source was localised oline follow-up searches allowed to use the
usual reconstruction algorithms ater proceeding to a full calibration of the detector in terms of
positioningα[49], timingα[48] and eiciencyα[46]. In particular due to the location of the counter-
part above the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ horizon, the downward-going events have been exploited. he shower
sample has also been used in order to exploit at best the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ potential. he optimization
of the selection cuts was also made possible thanks to a boosted Monte Carlo production with
ten times more events.
In what follows, the signal is simulated as a point-like source at the position of GW170817
generating a neutrino lux ∝ E܌l.
10.2.1 Downwars-going Follow-up craks
A search for downward-going tracks coming from above the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ horizon as been per-
formed for the second time in the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ historyα[124], indeed such analysis is only possible
when looking for neutrino counterpart to transient sources. In this case the sensitivity is re-
duced but the space and time selection of events correlated with the merger made it possible to
reject most of atmospheric muon background.
A neutrino is considered spatially correlated if it is reconstructed inside of the 90 ⁵ probabil-
ity map of the gravitational wave event. For the time correlation, two time windows have been
used, k 500 s and k 1 hr.
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he optimization strategy was chosen so that a neutrino detected in correlation with
GW170817 leads to a detection with a 3σ signiicance level. he point source cuts are usedα[99],
with the cut on the angular error estimate ᅬTr ixed to ᅬTr � �°. A cut on the number of hitsused by the reconstruction ⁸which can be considered as a proxy for the neutrino energy⁹ is also
used. hen, the optimization is done on the reconstruction quality estimator ΛTr and the num-ber of hits. he optimized values of these cuts for the k 500 s time window are ΛTr  > -5.8 and�hits  > 100. he same cuts are used for the k 1 hr time window without a new optimisation. heparameters ΛTr and ᅬTr and �hits are described in sectionα2.6. With the chosen set of cuts, anangular resolution of 0.5° at 10 TeV is reached.
No neutrino has been detected in any of the two time windows. hese results have been
released in the GCN Circular Nt 21631α[136], 4αdays ater the merger.
10.2.2 bhowtr plus crak: Prompt Emission btarh
To further improve the sensitivity to a potential neutrino counterpart, a shower reconstruction
was used to search for all lavour neutrino events, for the irst time in an Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ follow-
up analysis, in parallel with the long time-scale emission analysis presented in the following
section. hese two analyses have been announced together with the oicial announcement of
the GW170817 detection on October 16th and published on November 30th, 2017, in collaboration
with the I३५Cॻ२५, Pierre Auger, LIGO and Virgo collaborations.
he optimization strategy is identical for both the track and shower samples. Hereater, it
will be developed for showers on which I worked. he implementation for the track sample will
be summarized aterwards.
he goal of this analysis is to search for a prompt neutrino emission, therefore, as for previous
analyses, a neutrino will be considered correlated in time if it occurs within the time window of
k 500 s around the time of the merger.
bhowtr Optimization
Once again the optimization aims at maximizing the signal probability keeping the probability
to observe one event from the background smaller than ԟ3� = �.7 · ��−3 so that one eventpassing the cuts lead to a �� detection.
he event selection used for previous point source searchesα[94] is used here as a basis.
However events are selected as downward-going and thanks to the space and time correlation,
the ᅬSh cut can be totally relaxed. he selection cuts can be seen in Tableα10.1, the variables aredetailed in sections 2.6 andα5.3.
he optimization is done by relaxing the likelihood muon veto cut ℒ� and optimizing thespatial cut, the region of interest, in which events are considered spatially compatible ⁸given the
resolution⁹ with the merger. Basically, it is designed as follows: For diferent radii of the region
of interestԇRoI, the cut onℒ� is optimized to reduce the background probability to ԟ3�. hen, theԇRoI maximizing the signal probability using a Ӻ−2 spectrum is chosen. his will be developedin what follows.
As seen in sectionα5.3.2, ℒ� was introduced as a likelihood ratio between cosmic showersand atmospheric muons that is deined from an upward-going sample. To make a consistent
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cablt 10.1 – List ou tht stltrtion ruts applits uor showtrs. heusual cuts are deined in sectionα5.3.2.ԇRoI is the angular distance of the event to the source and |�evt − �src| the time between the mergerand the neutrino candidate.
Criterion Condition
Triggered T3 or 3N
Track Veto Not selected as a track
Containment �Sh � ��� m� |�| � �5� mDownward-going cos(�) � �
M-Estimator �Est � ����RDF from Dusj ℒDusj � �.�Muon Veto ℒ� � −��Time correlation |�evt − �src| � 5�� sSpatial correlation ԇRoI � �4°
Figurt 10.2 – Probability to stttrt a bakgrouns
tvtnt rorrtlatts in spart ans timt as a uunrtion
ou tht rut on L� for a time slice of 1000 secondsand a radius of the region of interest of 24°.
use of ℒ� here, it has been redeined using the same probability density distributions but froma downward-going sample.
he optimization on ℒ� is done from the curve represented on igureα10.2 which shows theprobability to have a background event correlated with GW170817 as a function of the cut onℒ�. It comes from the anti-cumulative distribution ofℒ� for atmospheric muons and neutrinosfrom the Monte Carlo simulation. All downward-going events of the run are used, with the
approximation that the background rate is constant on all the ield of view and all the run1.
hen the curve is rescaled to match the data: the number of events before the cut on ℒ� isscaled to the corresponding number of events in the dataset ⁸25αevents⁹. hen, this is rescaled
to the 1 000 s time window and to the region of interest. Finally, this is ited by a hyperbolic
tangent to get the value of the cut leading to a probability to detect a background event of less
than ԟ3�.For each pair of ⁸ԇRoI, ℒ�⁹, the acceptance is computed. he acceptance being deined asthe constant of proportionality between the signal lux normalization and the expected number
of signal event. he pair of ⁸ԇRoI, ℒ�⁹ maximizing the acceptance is chosen as shown in Ta-
1his would have a small impact on the signiicance of a potential detection but not on the upper limit set.
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Figurt 10.3 – Proportion ou rtmaining signal ans
rtjtrtts bakgrouns attr tht rut on ℒ�. Blue:remaining astrophysical neutrinos, Red: rejected
atmospheric muons, Green: rejected atmospheric
neutrinos. he black lines show the values corre-
sponding to the cut on ℒ� of -13.
cablt 10.2 – Optimization ou tht sizt ou tht rtgion ou inttrtst ԇaoI ans tht muon vtto ℒ� bymaximizing the acceptance keeping a background probability of ԟ3�. he bold line is the maximum.ԇRoI ℒ� cut Acceptance
20° -17 0.655
21° -16 0.655
22° -15 0.655
23° -14 0.656
24° -13 0.660
25° -12 0.657
26° -11 0.650
27° -11 0.651
28° -10 0.648
bleα10.2. It results in rejecting 96⁵ of the background keeping 68⁵ of the signal as can be seen in
igureα10.3. One can see in igureα10.4 that more than 80 ⁵ of the signal events remaining ater
cuts are contained in a region of interest with a radius of 24°, the median angular resolution
being of 6°. he energy range deined as containing 90 ⁵ of the signal is [23 TeV, 16 PeV].
crak Optimization
For the track sample, the same optimization strategy is used, ΛTr being the quality cut whichis optimized in parallel with the size of the region of interest. Figureα10.5 illustrates the opti-
mization process, it results on a cut on ΛTr at -5.5 and a value of ԇRoI of 1.5°. he inal cutsare shown in Tableα10.3. he region of interest is much smaller than for the showers thanks to
the good angular resolution of the tracks, the median being at 0.5°. Even the energy range is
slightly higher for the tracks ⁸[32 TeV, 22 PeV]⁹ contrary to the galactic plane analysis. his is
due to the higher muon background to reject in the downward-going track sample, as rejecting
background cut in the signal mostly lower energy events.
Ater unblinding, zero showers and ive tracks have been seen in the time window of k 500 s
around the coalescence but none of them felt inside of the region of interest as can be seen in
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Figurt 10.6 – Map ou tht ntutrino uollow-up ou tht GW170817 tvtnt. Localization of the 90 ⁵
credible region of GW170817 ⁸red contour⁹ and the NGCα4993 galaxy hosting the merger ⁸black plus
symbol⁹ aswell as the directions of Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ’s ⁸blue diamond⁹ and I३५Cॻ२५’s ⁸green crosses⁹ neutrino
candidates within 500 s of the merger. Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ and I३५Cॻ२५’s horizons separating downward-going
and upward-going events ⁸dashed blue and green lines respectively⁹ are also shown with the Auger’s
ields of view of Earth-skimming ⁸darker blue⁹ and downward-going ⁸lighter blue⁹ directions.α[147]
igureα10.6. A limit combining tracks and showers has been put on the neutrino lux expected
from the merger, it is described in the chapterα11.
10.2.3 bhowtr plus crak: Long cimt-sralt Emission btarh
his second analysis combining tracks and showers aims at testing a potential neutrino emission
on a longer time-scale as presented in sectionα8.2, a time window of 14αdays ater the event is
used.
Because of the wide time window, a signiicance of 3σ cannot be reached without removing
a large part of the potential signal, therefore the usual upward-going point source cuts were
applied with a region of interest deined as containing 90 ⁵ of the signal and no further optimi-
sation has been performed. he radiusԇRoI of this region is 1.5° for a median angular resolutionsof 0.4° for the tracks. For the showers, ԇRoI is of 12° and the median angular resolution is 3°.During the 14αdays time window, the binary neutron star has been inside of the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ
ield of view ∼7αdays. he probability to have a background event in the time window is of ∼10܌l.
As for the previous analyses, no events were seen and a limit has been derived as detailed
in chapterα11.
10.3 I࠵eCࡇ࠴e Follow-up
he I३५Cॻ२५ search for a neutrino counterpart to GW170817 started by an online analysis look-
ing for a prompt neutrino emission in the k 500 s time window. he online sample containing
upward and downward-going tracks has been used like in previous online analysesα[148, 149].
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In this time window, 4.0αevents are expected in the Northern sky and 2.7 in the Southern sky. Fi-
nally, as can be seen in igureα10.6, three events fall in the Northern sky and two in the Southern
sky, which is compatible with the background expectation. None of them is spatially consistent
with the merger. Aterwards, this analysis has also been applied on a longer time-window of
14αdays, no correlation has been seen either.
In a second stage, an oline analysis has been performed within I३५Cॻ२५ using contained
tracks and showers as described inα[147] leading to an event rate much lower than the online
analysis. his analysis has been performed with two time windows, looking for a prompt emis-
sion within k 500 s ⁸see igureα10.6⁹ and a longer time-scale emission within 14αdays. A total of
0.4αtracks and 2.5αshowers was expected to fall in the declination range [-13°, -33°] centred on
GW170817, within 14αdays.
Finally, no spatially correlated events were seen in any of the time windows. A limit com-
bining the online and oline samples has been put as shown in chapterα11.
I३५Cॻ२५ also proceeded to a search for an outburst of MeV neutrinos via an increase of the
hit rate in the whole detector, no such increase has been measured.
10.4 Augtr Follow-up
he Pierre Auger Collaboration performed two oline analyses with the same k 500 s and
⁻ 14αdays time windows as Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ and I३५Cॻ२५ in order to publish together.
Luckily, the neutron star merger fell inside of the most sensitive ield of view of the ex-
periment, seeing the Earth-skimming events at the time of the coalescence as can be seen in
igureα10.6. he probability of inding an event in this ield of view and time window was com-
puted to be of 6.3·10܌܈ in the k 500 s time window.
For the ⁻ 14αdays time window, the position of the merger was in the Earth-skimming zone
∼4 ⁵ of the time and in the downward-going zone ∼11 ⁵ of the time, the downward-going zone
being larger as can be seen of igureα10.6.
In these two analyses, no events were seen and limits at higher energies than Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ and
I३५Cॻ२५ have been put on the expected neutrino lux.
10.5 bummary
he four Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ follow-up analyses of the GW170817αevent are summarized in Table 10.4 as
well as the I३५Cॻ२५ and Auger analyses mentioned earlier. No events has been seen coincident
in time and space with the neutron star merger, this allows to put limits on the neutrino lux as
explained in the following chapter.
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cablt 10.4 – bummary ou tht ntutrino uollow-up analysts ou tht GW170817 tvtnt. It follows the
same order as the current chapter. he release time indicates the elapsed time between the event and
the publication of the results.
Experiment Online/ Field Topology TimeOline of View Window
Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ Online Up Track k 500 s, k 1 hr
Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ Oline Down Track k 500 s, k 1 hr
Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ Oline Down Track ⁻ Shower k 500 s
Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ Oline Up Track ⁻ Shower ⁻ 14αdays
I३५Cॻ२५ Online Full sky Track k 500 s, ⁻ 14αd
I३५Cॻ२५ Oline Full sky Contained Tr ⁻ Sh k 500 s, ⁻ 14αd
I३५Cॻ२५ Oline Full sky MeV Neutrinos k 500 s
Auger Oline Earth-skm Air Shower k 500 s
Auger Oline Down Air Shower ⁻ 14αdays
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As explained in the previous chapter, ater unblinding no neutrino event has been detected in
space correlation with the GW170817 gravitational wave event in the online analyses.
his chapter focuses on the upper limits put on the neutrino luence from the oline anal-
yses in which no event have been seen in correlation in the k 500 s time-window as shown in
igureα10.6, neither in the ⁻ 14αdays one.
11.1 Limit Computation
hese null results are used to compute the upper limits at 90 ⁵ conidence level for both the
k 500 s and ⁻ 14 days analyses and for each experiment independently.
We know that a signal lux Φ will produce an average of �evts detected signal events in theAॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ detector with �evts =∬Φ(Ӻ� �) �ef(Ӻ� ᅮ) ԓӺ ԓ�� ⁸11.1⁹�ef being the efective area of the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ detector which depends on the energy of the signalӺ, the declination of the source ᅮ and the applied cuts.
Our analyses are integrated over time to be independent from the time evolution of the sig-
nal. As a consequence, the limits are put on the spectral luence ӻ which is the lux integrated
over the time window considered in each analysis. he limits are given assuming an Ӻ−2 spec-
trum within each energy decade, therefore Φ(Ӻ) = �0 Ӻ−2 with �0 the normalisation of thelux. Hence ӻ is given by ӻ = ∫Φ(Ӻ) ԓ� = Δ� �0 Ӻ−2. ⁸11.2⁹
For an energy decade we obtain�evts = Δ� �0∫�up�low Ӻ−2�ef(Ӻ� ᅮ) ԓӺ ⁸11.3⁹= ӻӺ2∫�up�low Ӻ−2�ef(Ӻ� ᅮ) ԓӺ ⁸11.4⁹
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with Ӻlow and Ӻup the bounds of the decade.But the number of events actually detected from a luence ӻ sufers Poissonian luctuations.
In Poisson statistics, the 90 ⁵ conidence level upper limit assuming a non detection is for an
average number of events of �90%evts = �.�. In other words it is the average number of eventsfor which we have less than 10 ⁵ chance to detect zero events. So the upper limit on the luence
with a 90 ⁵ conidence level is given byӺ2ӻ 90% = �.�∫�up�lowӺ−2�ef(Ӻ� ᅮ) ԓӺ . ⁸11.5⁹
11.2 atsults
he limits obtained are shown in igureα11.1 together with the signal expectations according to
the models presented in sectionα8.2. In this igure, the luences of the models have been rescaled
to show the lux expected for a source at 40 Mpc which is the approximate measured distance
of the merger. For the extended emission we also computed the approximated of-axis spectral
luences ӻof(Ӻ) = � ӻon(Ӻ/�)� ⁸11.6⁹
with � = ᅮ(�obs)/ᅮ(�) the scaling factor accounting for the diference in the Lorentz boostsbetween the of-axis and on-axis viewing angles. his results in a diference in the Doppler
factors ᅮ between the two viewing angles, with ᅮ(�obs) = (Γ  [� − ᅬ cos(�obs − ��)])−1, �obsbeing the viewing angle and �� the opening angle of the jet. he parameter ӻon is the on-axisluence as given inα[114].
As can be seen in the top panel of igureα11.1 which is related to the k 500 s analysis, the ex-
tended emission is the most favorable for neutrino detection. he non-detection of any neutrino
counterpart with I३५Cॻ२५ is consistent with an of-axis viewing angle. his is compatible with
the favoured hypothesis of an of-axis viewing angle. In comparison, relying on this model, the
prompt emission is far from being detected, even in the on-axis hypothesis.
On the botom panel, we can see the late-emission related to a potential magnetar resulting
from the coalescence tested with the 14 days time window. Two curves are shown, correspond-
ing to the integrated emission from approximately 0.3 to 3 days and from 3 to 30 days. he curve
corresponding to the luence integrated over 14αdays was not displayed in theα[112] article but
it should lie between these two curves.
he diferences in the Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ limits between the top and botom panels are due to the
diferent samples and time-windows. he downward-going sample used for the k 500 s analysis
is less sensitive at low energy because of the atmospheric muon rejection. It is at high energy
that the upward-going sample used for the ⁻ 14αdays analysis is less sensitive because of the
absorption of high-energy neutrinos by the Earth. he diference in Auger limits come from the
fact that in the 14 days time window the source is most of the time outside of its ield of view.
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11.3 Conrlusion
While resulting in a degraded sensitivity of both Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ and I३५Cॻ२५, the source location
was ideal for the Pierre Auger Observatory. With a source located in the upward-going ield of
view of Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ or I३५Cॻ२५, we can expect a luence sensitivity 5 to 10αtimes beter for prompt
emission with an E܌l neutrino spectrum depending on the energy range. Such a localization as
well as a beter orientation of the jet axis can be expected in the coming years thanks to the
improvement of the gravitational wave detectors. Moreover, when aLIGO and aVirgo will reach
their design sensitivities, KM3NeT will be taking data with a very good point source sensitivity.
A neutrino detection from early emissions will allow to characterise the proportion of
hadronic and leptonic components inside of the jet and beter understand the cosmic ray ac-
celeration processes, it could also probe the presence of a cocoon or a structured jet and its
dynamic. We can also detect neutrinos emited from the inside of the central engine or more
unexpected emissions. And late detections would probe the presence of a long-lived neutron
star remnant in the form of a magnetar.
In parallel, a neutrino detection in the online analyses, may allow to localize the source
earlier as explained in chapterα9.
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Résumé en français
Ma thèse a pour sujet la recherche de neutrinos de hautes énergies résultant de l’interaction de
rayons cosmiques dans la Galaxie avec le télescope à neutrino Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ. J’ai également participé
au suivi neutrino de l’événement d’onde gravitationnelle GW170817 résultant de la coalescence
d’un système binaire d’étoiles à neutrons.
Ces deux analyses sont développées ci-dessous. Elles m’ont permis d’acquérir des compé-
tences solides en analyse de données ainsi que des connaissances plus théoriques autant sur
l’accélération et la propagation des rayons cosmiques dans la Galaxie que sur les coalescences
de système binaire et leur émission gravitationnelle.
Émission galartiqut st ntutrinos
L’origine du lux difus de neutrinos cosmiques détecté par la collaboration IceCube est encore
inconnue. Le but de l’analyse présentée ici est d’explorer l’hypothèse d’une composante Galac-
tique de ce lux.
Ces dernières années, le télescope Fermi-LAT a fourni une mesure détaillée du lux de rayons
gamma de hautes énergies provenant du plan Galactique. La partie difuse de ce lux au-delà
de quelques GeV peut être atribuée en majorité à l’interaction des rayons cosmiques avec le
milieu interstellaire. Ces interactions produisant des rayons gamma ainsi que des neutrinos par
le biais de la désintégration de pions neutres et chargés, respectivement. Le modèle KRA͢ ⁸D.
Gaggero et al. 2015. Astrophys. J. 815⁸2⁹:L25⁹ pris comme référence pour cete étude fournit un
modèle de ce lux de neutrinos à partir des données de Fermi-LAT. En utilisant une dépendance
radiale du coeicient de difusion des rayons cosmiques, ce modèle prédit un lux de neutrinos
particulièrement élevé, principalement dans le centre Galactique. Le modèle existe en deux
versions correspondant à diférentes coupures en énergie du spectre des rayons cosmiques, à
5 et 50 PeV/nucléon. On appellera ces deux versions KRA͢܆ et KRA͢܆⁰, respectivement. Ces
valeurs ont été choisies par les auteurs pour encadrer les données de KASCADE et KASCADE-
Grande.
J’ai fondé cete analyse sur la maximisation d’une fonction de vraisemblance ain d’estimer le
nombre d’événements de signal ayant les caractéristiques du modèle dans les données. J’ai pris
en compte les informations spatiales ainsi que l’énergie estimée des événements. Ensuite, j’ai
utilisé un rapport de vraisemblance comme test statistique ain de comparer les données à des
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buivi st la Coaltsrtnrt s’unt binairt s’étoilts à ntutrons
Le 17 août 2017, les collaborations LIGO et Virgo détectent pour la première fois des ondes grav-
itationnelles émises par la coalescence de deux étoiles à neutrons. 1.7 secondes plus tard, un
sursaut gamma court était détecté spatialement compatible avec le signal d’ondes gravitation-
nelles. Cet événement a été suivi par de nombreux observatoires et marque le début d’une ère
nouvelle de l’astronomie multimessager. Il a permis de conirmer le lien entre sursauts gamma
courts et binaire d’étoile à neutrons, il a été suivi d’une détection claire de kilonova et a permis
d’efectuer diférent tests de la relativité générale. Je décris ici ma contribution au suivi de cet
événement avec les données d’Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ.
L’observation d’une coalescence de binaire à travers un grand nombre de messagers cos-
miques est idéale pour étudier les mécanismes d’accélération et d’émission de hautes énergies.
En particulier l’observation de neutrinos révélerait le contenu hadronique et les mécanismes de
dissipation dans les ejecta relativistes. Une détection prompte nous en apprendrait plus sur les
mécanismes d’accélération des rayons cosmiques dans un éventuel jet alors qu’une détection
tardive de neutrinos pourrait notamment permetre de révéler la présence d’un rémanent sous
la forme d’un magnétar. Un tel objet pourrait en efet engendrer une nébuleuse dans laquelle
les rayons cosmiques seraient accélérés par diférents mécanismes.
Étant donné ma maîtrise des événements de type cascade, j’ai été amené à jouer un rôle
majeur en les ajoutant au suivi de cet événement exceptionnel pour la première fois dans une
analyse transitoire Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ. L’événement GW170817 n’étant pas visible avec les événements
montants d’Aॴॺ१ॸ५ॹ, pour lesquels le bruit de fond des muons atmosphériques est drastique-
ment réduit, c’est également la première fois que les cascades descendantes étaient utilisées.
Pour cete analyse, nous avons efectué une recherche ciblée d’événements en corrélation spa-
tiale et temporelle avec la coalescence. Pour ce faire nous avons optimisé la sélection pour que
la détection d’un événement mène à une signiicativité de 3σ tout en maximisant la probabilité
de détecter un signal ⁸pour un lux générique en E܌l⁹ sur une fenêtre de temps de k 500 s. Une
recherche sur une fenêtre de temps de 14 jours après la coalescence a également été efectuée à
la recherche d’une émission tardive.
Toute cete analyse s’est faite sur une courte période de temps ain que les résultats soient
publiés en même temps que l’annonce de GW170817. Par conséquent, un article a été publié en
commun avec les collaborations IceCube, Auger, LIGO et Virgo ⁸A. Albert et al. 2017. Astrophys.
J. 850⁸2⁹:L35⁹. Aucun neutrino en corrélation n’a été détecté, ce qui a permis de metre des
limites sur les modèles d’émission de neutrinos prompte et retardée. Nos résultats sont en outre
compatibles avec l’hypothèse selon laquelle le jet n’était pas vu précisément le long de la ligne
de visée.
Cete analyse a permis d’inclure les événements de type cascade aux suivis d’ondes gravi-
tationnelles, ce qui sera systématique dans le cadre du prochain run d’observation Virgo/LIGO
⁸O3⁹.
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